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Cosmological surprises

Existence of dark matter and dark energy calls into 
question whether there are other dark components:

Dark forces? Dark radiation? 

Energy balance 
chart, z=0
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Cosmological Constraints on new physics is a very
mature field
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Physical Conditions in the Initial Stages of the Expanding Universe* f
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A pplied Physics Icboratory, The Johns Hopkins University, Silver Spring, Maryland
(Received September 10, 1953)

The detailed nature of the general nonstatic homogeneous isotropic cosmological model as derived from
general relativity is discussed for early epochs in the case of a medium consisting of elementary particles
and radiation which can undergo interconversion. The question of the validity of the description afforded
by this model for the very early super-hot state is discussed. The present model with matter-radiation
interconversion exhibits behavior different from non-interconverting models, principally because of the
successive freezing-in or annihilation of various constituent particles as the temperature in the expanding
universe decreased with time. The numerical results are unique in that they involve no disposable parameters
which would affect the time dependence of pressure, temperature, and density.
The study of the elementary particle reactions leads to the time dependence of the proton-neutron

concentration ratio, a quantity required in problems of nucleogenesis. This ratio is found to lie in the range
4.5:1— 6.0:1 at the onset of nucleogenesis. These results differ from those of Hayashi mainly as a con-

sequence of the use of a cosmological model with matter-radiation interconversion and of relativistic
quantum statistics, as well as a different value of the neutron half-life.

I. INTRODUCTION
HE nonstatic homogeneous isotropic cosmological
model which satisfies the equations of general

relativity has received a great deal of attention. How-
ever, the detailed nature of the model does not appear
to have been examined at the extremely high tempera-
tures and densities characteristic of the very early
stages of the expanding universe. This question has
been examined in the present paper and the dependence
of the temperature and density on time has been
determined for the case where the radiation density
(taken to include photons, neutrinos, electrons, posi-
trons, and mesons) is much greater than the density of
matter (nucleons). For initial conditions compatible
with present astrophysical observations, one can demon-
strate that the radiation density exceeded the density
'of matter for about the first hundred million years in
the expansion..,%e have carried our study of this problem back to a
temperature of 100 Mev ( 1.2&& 10"'K), corre-
sponding to an epoch of, 10 4 sec. For temperatures
below this value one can treat reactions among elemen-
tary particles with some confidence. Furthermore, below
100 Mev the energy stored in the gravitational 6eld

is a negligible part of the total energy so that the
question of using a correct unified Geld theory, including
the quantization of the Geld equations, can be avoided.
Finally, at 100Mev one has a state of thermodynamic
equilibrium among all the known constituent particles .

and radiation so that a knowledge of the previous,
history of the universe is not required. As part of the
*This work was supported by the U. S.Bureau of Ordnance, De-

partment of the Navy, under Contract NOrd-7386.
t Preliminary accounts of this work were presented at the

Symposium on the Abundance of the Elements held at Yerkes
Observatory, Williams Bay, Wisconsin, 'November 6-8, 1952,
under the joint sponsorship of the National Science Foundation
and ',the University of Chicago, and at the 1953 Washington
Meeting of the American Physical Society, Phys. Rev. 91, 479
(1953).
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detailed study of the cosmological model we have
examined the reactions among the elementary particles
present and followed their course in the universal
expansion. As will be seen, all reaction rates, except
those involving the neutrino, are -suKciently high to
maintain thermodynamic equilibrium. An examination
of the kinetics of tlute reactions between nucleons and
neutrinos has yielded the relative concentrations of
protons and neutrons as a function of time. The only
parameters involved in the cosmological model are the
nucleon density and radius of curvature. At the early
times prior to element formation, neither of these
parameters affects the course of events because of the
very high total density and because the nucleon density
is. neglible compared with the density of radiation. The
nucleon density becomes of importance at later times
in considering element formation, while the radius of
curvature becomes of interest only at times of the
order of a hundred million years.
The foregoing detailed considerations of the early

stages of the universal expansion bear signi6cantly on
the neutron-capture theory of element formation. This
theory has been concerned principally with under-
standing the general trend in the distribution of the
cosmic abundances of the chemical elements with
atomic weight. ' '
' R. A. Alpher and R. C. Herman, Revs. Modern Phys. 22, 153

(1950); Phys. Rev. 84, 60 (1951).'R. A. Alpher and R. C. Herman, Anneal Review of NNclear
Science (Annual Review of Nuclear Science, Inc. , Stanford, 1953),
vol. 2, p. 1. The simple-neutron capture theory has satisfactorily
reproduced for all but the lightest elements the observed approxi-
mately exponential decrease in abundance with increasing atomic
weight up to A~100, as well as the approximate constancy of
abundance for the heavier elements. Briefly, in the neutron-
capture theory, as thus far developed, the various nuclear species
were supposed to have been formed from nucleons by the succes-
sive radiative capture of fast neutrons with adjustment of nuclear
charge by intervening P decay during the early stages of the
expansion of the universe. The primordial material or ylem was
taken to be a mixture of neutrons and radiation. As the universal
expansion proceeded the neutrons uriderwent free decay, so that
by tht; time the universal temperature had decreased to a value

I N I TIAL STAGES OF EXPAN 0 I NG UN I VERSE

The equation describing the time rate of change of
proton concentration can be written in a manner
analogous to Eq. (58) as follows:
dnv/dt =m, sc"asLn„K„—nvEv) —3nv(8rrGp/3) i. (61)

log x
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As shall be seen below, Eqs. (58) and (61) can be
combined to give a single equation for the proton-
neutron ratio, with the eGect of the universal expansion
not appearing explicitly.
The rate coe%cients E„and E„have been evaluated

numerically using Eqs. (59) and (60) for the range of
values of x of interest. The values of x„corresponding
to x have been taken from Table II, with"

q = 1+(ns„—ni, )/ns, =2.53.
It can be shown from Eqs. (59) and (60) that for

small x, i.e., x&1 where x„—+x,
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Furthermore, for large values of x, one finds that

lim E„=O, (62b)
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Neutron half-life
(min)

1n,'c"ap (sec ')
g(erg cm')

10.3

4.627X10 4

1.01 X10 4'

12.8

5.531X10 4

1.11 X10 4'

15.3

6.876X10-4
1.23 X10 4'

"For (m~—m„)c' we have. used 0.782 Mev, as given by D. M.
Van Patter, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Technical
Report No. 57, January 1952 (unpublished), while m.cs has been
taken as 0.5110 Mev, as given by J. W. M. DuMond and E. R.
Cohen, Phys. Rev. 82, 555 (1951).
~Although the numerical constants in up which depend on

spin, etc., have been carefully evaluated in building up the rate
eoeKcients, it may be noted that the equality C'I /(m. 'c'Oap)=1.6318, with C'= X known from experiment, automatically
yields a value for ep, so that g, spin factors, etc., need not be
separately specified.
"See reference 4. Recently L. M. Langer and R. J. D. Mo6'at,

Phys. Rev. 88, 689 (1952), obtained the value my=10.4&0.6 min
indirectly from studying tritium decay. This value and Robson's
value agree within the probable errors.

The limit approached by E„in Eq. (62c) for x~co
is just the term C'/(m, 'c"ac) where C'n„= dn„/dt
describes free neutron decay and C'(= X) is the neutron-
decay constant. One can, therefore, select the Fermi
coupling constant g, which is the only undetermined
constant in as [see Eq. (44a) j, so that the value of C'
is the observed neutron decay constant. "The neutron
half-life measured recently by Robson" is z~= 12.8&2.5
minutes. The values of m, 't,""uo and of g corresponding
to the measured half-life limits are given in Table III.
In Table I are given values of the dimensionless

quantities E„and E„, evaluated numerically from

TABLE III.Values of Fermi constant for various neutron half-lives.

FlG. 2. The proton-neutron concentration ratio versus time and
temperature (x=m, c'/kT) in the case of the Dirac neutrino
(distinguishable neutrino and antineutrino) for the Robson
neutron half-life value of 12.8 min, plus-and-minus the probable
error.

Eqs. (59) and (60) in the range required for the present
calculation. It may be noted that for x slightly greater
than 3, E„is close to the free decay value of 1.63 while
E„ is negligibly small. Also for x&1 the relationship
E„—E„exp(—qx) holds quite closely.
Equations (58) and (61) describing neutron and

proton concentrations can be combined by defining

(63)y(t) = n„/(n„+n, ).
Taking the time derivative of g and employing Eqs.
(58) and (61) as required, one can write

dy/dr= ~,'c"as[Z(1—y)—Z'yj, (64)

where as is given by Eq. (44a). The actual integrations
were done with lnx as independent variable where one
writes

dP dQ d lnl df

d lnx dt d 1nx d ln/
(64a)

The quantity dlnl/dlnx is given by Eq. (30) and
calculated values are given in Table I, while values of
d lnl/df, determined from Eq. (23), are also given in
Table I.
Equation (64) has been integrated numerically for

the six cases of interest, vis. , for v—=v* and vg v* taking
three values of the neutron half-life, namely, the mean
value and the mean value plus-and-minus the probable
error, as given by Robson. 4 The integration procedure
was such as to give a final accuracy in p of the order

One of the first correct papers on primordial 
nucleosynthesis. It notices the difference for 
Dirac and Majorana neutrinos. n/p for Dirac 
is larger. Poor accuracy of predictions is due 
to very uncertain tn
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To name a few: 
§ Prevents most popular light WIMP (DM à SM annihilation) dark 

matter scenarios to lower the mass scale below ~ few MeV. 
Sensitivity via Neff from CMB, He/H, D/H etc. 

§ Prevents residual decays and annihilations of relic BSM particles if 
too much energy is injected (e.g. sensitive to ~0.1 eV per baryon 
injection of visible at the CMB epoch via modification of TT, EE 
etc angular correlations)

§ Prevents altering the CMB spectral shape at ~ 1 part in 104 level 
further constraining decaying/annihilating particles at z~105 and 
below.  

§ Prevents independent uncorrelated fluctuations of different 
components of primordial fluids. 

etc

Early Universe cosmology provides 
benchmark constraints on new physics 
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To name a few: 
§ Hubble tension. Cosmology points to a lower value of Hubble 

expansion rate today than what is measured via SN + distance 
ladder. 

§ Lithium problem. Something does go wrong/missing when local 
determination of 7Li/H is compared with the BBN prediction (the 
latter is a factor of ~3 higher). While it is possible that post-BBN, 
and specifically stellar, depletion of lithium is at play, it is also 
possible that the new physics modified the BBN outcome. 

§ First claim of the global 21cm absorption feature (EDGES) is at 
odds with the standard cosmological model. 

etc

Modern cosmology has some 
problems/tension in the data
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Let us classify possible connections between Dark sector and SM
H+H (l S2 + A S) Higgs-singlet scalar interactions (scalar portal)
BµnVµn “Kinetic mixing” with additional U(1)’ group
(becomes a specific example of Jµ

i Aµ extension)
LH N neutrino Yukawa coupling, N – RH neutrino  
Jµ

i Aµ requires gauge invariance and anomaly cancellation
It is very likely that the observed neutrino masses indicate that 

Nature may have used the LHN portal… 
Dim>4
Jµ

A  ¶µ a /f      axionic portal
……….

Cosmological constraints on “portals” to 
the SM
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Production and decay of extremely 
weakly coupled dark photon

Let us study ~ a few MeV mass new particle V with coupling ee ~ 10-18

Let us introduce a new notation, aeff ~ a e 2 ~ 10-38

Production cross section for the                               process is 
……………   

cm2

It is hard to believe at first: 

Cosmological Constraints on Very Dark Photons

Anthony Fradette,1 Maxim Pospelov,2 Josef Pradler,3 and Adam Ritz3

1Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Victoria, Victoria, BC V8P 5C2, Canada
2Perimeter Institute for Theoretical Physics, Waterloo, ON N2J 2W9, Canada

3Department of Physics and Astronomy, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD 21218, USA
(Dated: October 2012)

We explore the cosmological consequence of 1-100 MeV scale massive dark photons with an
e�ective electromagnetic coupling as small as 10�38. We calculate the freeze-in abundance of these
particles in the early Universe and explore the consequences of late decays during the BBN and
CMB epoques. We derive the limits on the parameter space of the model, and make a forecast for
the sensitivity of the upcoming high-precision CMB experiments.

1. INTRODUCTION

Neutral hidden sectors, weakly coupled to the Stan-
dard Model (SM), are an intriguing possibility for new
physics. They are motivated on various fronts, e.g. in
the form of right-handed neutrinos allowing for neutrino
oscillations, or by the need for non-baryonic dark mat-
ter. While the simplest hidden sectors in each case may
consist of a single state, various extensions have been
explored in recent years, motivated by specific experi-
mental anomalies. In particular, these extensions allow
for models of dark matter with enhanced or suppressed
interaction rates or sub-weak scale masses.

From a general perspective, we would expect leading
couplings to a neutral hidden sector to arise through rel-
evant and marginal interactions. There are only three
such ‘portals’ in the SM: the relevant interaction of the
Higgs with a scalar operator OSH†H; the right-handed
neutrino coupling LHNR; and kinetic mixing of a new
U(1) vector Vµ with hypercharge Bµ⇥V µ⇥ . Of these, the
latter vector portal is of particular interest as it leads to
bilinear mixing with the photon and thus is experimen-
tally testable, and at the same time allows for a vector
which is naturally light. This portal has been actively
studied in recent years, particularly in the ‘dark force’
regime in which the vector is a loop factor lighter than
the weak scale, mV ⇤ MeV–GeV.

The model for this hidden sector is particularly sim-
ple. Besides the usual kinetic and mass terms for V , the
coupling to the SM is given by

LV = �⇤

2
Fµ⇥V

µ⇥ = e⇤VµJ
µ
em. (1)

Thus, all phenomenological consequences in this model,
including the production and decay of new vectors, is reg-
ulated by just two parameters, ⇤ and mV , which makes
this model a very simple benchmark for all searches of
light and very weakly interacting particles. There are,
however, options with regard to the origin of the mass of
V : a new Higgs mechanism can be responsible for it, or
mV can be a fundamental parameter - so-called ”Stuck-
elberg mass”. In this paper, we will concentrate on this
latter option for simplicity.

The decay channels of V are all very well known: even
in the mass range where hadronic decays, and hence the

non-perturbative QCD, are important, one can use the
direct experimental information on virtual time-like pho-
ton physics to determine �V and all branching ratios. In
the wide mass range from ⇤ 1 to 220 MeV, the vectors
decay only tio electron-positron pairs and their lifetime
is given by

⌃V ⇧ 3

�e�mV
= 0.6 mln yr⇥ 10MeV

mV
⇥ 10�35

�e�
(2)

where we have introduced the e⇥ective electromagnetic
coupling between electrons and dark vectors V , �e� =
�⇤2.
The normalization of di⇥erent quantities in Eq. (2)

identifies our region of interest (ROI) in the {⇤,mV } pa-
rameter space for this paper: we will explore the cosmo-
logical consequences of these hidden U(1) vectors with
masses in the MeV-GeV range, and lifetimes long enough
for the decay products to directly influence the physical
processes in the universe at the post-BBN times, and
during the CMB decoupling. Such states have paramet-
rically small coupling to the electromagnetic current, and
extremely small prodcution cross sections in e+e� ⌅ V ⇥,

�e� ⇤ 10�38 � 10�24, (3)

⇧prod ⇤ ⌅��e�

E2
c.m.

⇤ 10�66 � 10�52 cm2,

where we took Ec.m. ⇤ 200 MeV. Such small couplings
render these states completely undetectable in the ter-
restrial particle physics experiments, and because of that
we refer to such vector particles as ‘very dark photons’
(VDP). Due to the relation to lifetime, Eq. (2), the lower
range for �e� is relevant for the CMB physics, and the
upper range is important for the BBN.
The production cross section looks prohibitively small,

but in the early Universe at T ⇤ mV every particle in
the primordial plasma has the right energy to emit V .
The cummulative e⇥ect of the production in the early
Universe at these temperatures with subsequent decay at
t ⇤ ⌃V may release a detectable amount of electromag-
netic energy. Without going through a detailed calcula-
tion, and omitting O(1) factors, one can give a paremet-
ric estimate for the electromagnetic energy release per
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ple. Besides the usual kinetic and mass terms for V , the
coupling to the SM is given by

LV = �⇤

2
Fµ⇥V

µ⇥ = e⇤VµJ
µ
em. (1)

Thus, all phenomenological consequences in this model,
including the production and decay of new vectors, is reg-
ulated by just two parameters, ⇤ and mV , which makes
this model a very simple benchmark for all searches of
light and very weakly interacting particles. There are,
however, options with regard to the origin of the mass of
V : a new Higgs mechanism can be responsible for it, or
mV can be a fundamental parameter - so-called ”Stuck-
elberg mass”. In this paper, we will concentrate on this
latter option for simplicity.

The decay channels of V are all very well known: even
in the mass range where hadronic decays, and hence the

non-perturbative QCD, are important, one can use the
direct experimental information on virtual time-like pho-
ton physics to determine �V and all branching ratios. In
the wide mass range from ⇤ 1 to 220 MeV, the vectors
decay only tio electron-positron pairs and their lifetime
is given by
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(2)

where we have introduced the e⇥ective electromagnetic
coupling between electrons and dark vectors V , �e� =
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The normalization of di⇥erent quantities in Eq. (2)

identifies our region of interest (ROI) in the {⇤,mV } pa-
rameter space for this paper: we will explore the cosmo-
logical consequences of these hidden U(1) vectors with
masses in the MeV-GeV range, and lifetimes long enough
for the decay products to directly influence the physical
processes in the universe at the post-BBN times, and
during the CMB decoupling. Such states have paramet-
rically small coupling to the electromagnetic current, and
extremely small prodcution cross sections in e+e� ⌅ V ⇥,

�e� ⇤ 10�38 � 10�24, (3)

⇧prod ⇤ ⌅��e�

E2
c.m.

⇤ 10�66 � 10�52 cm2,

where we took Ec.m. ⇤ 200 MeV. Such small couplings
render these states completely undetectable in the ter-
restrial particle physics experiments, and because of that
we refer to such vector particles as ‘very dark photons’
(VDP). Due to the relation to lifetime, Eq. (2), the lower
range for �e� is relevant for the CMB physics, and the
upper range is important for the BBN.
The production cross section looks prohibitively small,

but in the early Universe at T ⇤ mV every particle in
the primordial plasma has the right energy to emit V .
The cummulative e⇥ect of the production in the early
Universe at these temperatures with subsequent decay at
t ⇤ ⌃V may release a detectable amount of electromag-
netic energy. Without going through a detailed calcula-
tion, and omitting O(1) factors, one can give a paremet-
ric estimate for the electromagnetic energy release per

Not only such a model can be tested – as it turns out it can be 
robustly excluded by the data ! Constraints from “freeze-in” 

(First application to HNL, Adams, Sarkar, Sciama, 1998)
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Constraints on very dark photons
§ The production cross section is ridiculously small, but in the 

early Universe at T > mV , in fact, every colliding pair of 
particles can produce such V, and there is a lot of time available 
for this.

§ Once produced such particles live for a very long time, and 
decay in the “quiet” Universe, depositing non-thermal amounts 
of energy and changing physics of primordial matter after 
recombination.

§ Precision determination of optical depth during the CMB, 
position of Doppler peaks and the slope of the Silk diffusion tale 
provide tight restrictions on the amount of energy injected. 

§ Due to BBN we also have a pretty good evidence that the 
Universe in fact once was at least T ~ a few MeV hot…..

§ Fradette, Pradler, MP, Ritz, arxiv:1407.0993, constraints on 
”very dark photons”
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Filling out details…. 
§ Lifetime against the decay of V to electron-positron pairs

§ e+e-àV in the early Universe leads to the energy stored per 
baryon 

for
§ Planck mass in numerator, and 1/hb ~ 109 provide huge 

enhancement. 
§ Once injected back to the medium via Vàe+e- ~ 1/3 of the stored 

energy leads to ionization. E.g. 1 eV per baryon recreates Xe ~ 
few 10-2 – which would be in gross conflict with CMB physics.
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restrial particle physics experiments, and because of that
we refer to such vector particles as ‘very dark photons’
(VDP). Due to the relation to lifetime, Eq. (2), the lower
range for �e� is relevant for the CMB physics, and the
upper range is important for the BBN.
The production cross section looks prohibitively small,

but in the early Universe at T ⇤ mV every particle in
the primordial plasma has the right energy to emit V .
The cummulative e⇥ect of the production in the early
Universe at these temperatures with subsequent decay at
t ⇤ ⌃V may release a detectable amount of electromag-
netic energy. Without going through a detailed calcula-
tion, and omitting O(1) factors, one can give a paremet-
ric estimate for the electromagnetic energy release per

2

baryon

Ep.b. ⇧
mV �prodH

�1
T=mV

nb,T=mV

⇧ 0.1�e�MPl

⇤b
⇧ �e� ⇥1036 eV,

(4)
where we took the production rate per volume �prod to
be given by the product of the typical number density
of particles in the primordial plasma and the V decay
rate, ⌃�1

V n�,T=mV . The production rate is active within

one Hubble time, H�1
T=mV

, which leads to the appearence
of the Planck mass in (4), along with another very large
factor, the ratio of photon to baryon number densities,
⇤�1
b = 1.6 ⇥ 109. One can see that the combination of
these two factors is capable of overcoming an extreme
smallness of �e� . Given that BBN could be sensitive to
energy release of as little as O(MeV) per baryon, and
the CMB inosotropies allow probing sub-eV scale energy
injection, one arrives to the conclusion that the early Uni-
verse can be an e⇥ective probe of VDP! The cosmological
signatures of the decaying VDP were partially explored
in Refs. [2, 3], but the CMB constraints were never de-
rived for this model.

In this paper, we intend to improve the calculations of
the ”freeze-in” abundances in the Early Universe (also us-
ing recent insights on the in-medium production of dark
vectors [4, 5]). We explore the BBN constraints in more
details, including a speculative possibility that currently
observed over-abundance of lithium can be reduced via
the VDP decays. The next section contains the details
of the ‘freeze-in’ calculation. in Section 3 we consider
the impact on BBN, and then in Section 4 consider the
impact of even later decays on the CMB anisotropies. A
summary of the constraints we obtain in shown in Fig. 1,
and more detailed plots of the parameter space are shown
in Sections 3 and 4. We finish with some concluding re-
marks in Section 5.

FIG. 1. [TO BE ADDED] An overview of the constraints
on the plane of vector mass versus mixing, showing the re-
gions excluded by due to their impact on BBN and CMB
anisotropies. These excluded regions are shown in more de-
tail in later sections.

2. FREEZE-IN ABUNDANCE OF VDP

The cosmological abundance of long-lived very dark
photons is determined by the freeze-in mechanism. While
in principle there are several production channels, the
simplest and the most dominant one is the inverse decay
process. When quark (or more generally hadronic) con-
tributions can be neglected, the inverse decay proceeds
via coalessence of e± and µ±, ll̄ ⌥ V , shown in Fig. 2.
MP: we need to add one figure with the electron-positron
going into a wavy line, then cross, then dashed line. We

might have it in previous papers. The Boltzmann equa-
tion for the total number density of V takes the form

ṅV + 3HnV =
⌃

i=l,l̄,V

⌥ ⇥
d3pi

(2⇧)32Ei

⇤
NlNl̄ (5)

(2⇧)4⇥(4)(pl + pl̄ � pV )
⇧

|Mll̄|2,

where the right hand side assumes the rate is sub-
Hubble so that V never achieves an equilibrium density.
The product of Fermi-Dirac (FD) occupation numbers,
Nl(l̄) = [1 + exp(�El(l̄)/T )]

�1, is usually considered in

the Maxwell-Boltzmann (MB) limit, NlNl̄ ⌥ e(El+El̄)/T .
Athough parametrically not justified, numerically the
FD⌥MB substitution is reasonably accurate, because as
it turns out the peak in the production rate per entropy
is at T < mV [2].
The matrix element

⌅
|Mll̄|2 is summed over both

initial and final spin degrees of freedom. It should in-
clude thermal-bath-modified photon propagator, and the
fermion wave functions. Among these modifications the
most important ones are those that lead to the resonant
production of the dark photon states. The resonant pro-
duction occurs at much earlier times [2], at temperatures
T 2
r ⌅ 3m2

V /(2⇧�) � (8mV )
2. It turns out that the res-

onant production is parametrically suppressed relative
to the bulk production, and the details of correspond-
ing calculation are included in Appendix A. The bulk of
the production corresponds to temperatures of mV and
below where T -dependence of

⌅
|Mll̄|2 can be safely ne-

glected. In our model it is given by

⇧
|Mll̄|2 = 16⇧�e�m

2
V

⇥
1 + 2

m2
l

m2
V

⇤
. (6)

The same matrix element determines the decay width,

�V⇤ll̄ =
�e�

3
mV

⇥
1 + 2

m2
l

m2
V

⇤ 

1� 4
m2

l

m2
V

. (7)

The right hand side of (5), that can be understood as the
number of V particles emitted per unit volume per unit
time, in the MB approximation can be reduced to

1

(2⇧)3
1

4

⌥

Eq. 9
dEldEl̄e

�El+El̄
T

⇧
|Mll̄|2 (8)

where the integration region is given by

����
m2

V

2
�m2

l � ElEl̄

���� ⇤
�

E2
l �m2

l

�
E2

l̄
�m2

l . (9)

In the approximation when only electrons are allowed to
coalesce and their mass can be neglected, ml ⌃ mV <
2mµ, (9) reduces to ElEl̄ ⌅ m2

V /4 and the integration
leads to a modified Bessel function,

sẎV = ṅV + 3HnV =
3

2⇧2
�V⇤ll̄m

2
V TK1(mV /T ) (10)

3

where Y = n/s is the number density normalized by the
total entropy density, and �V⌅ll̄ = �e�mV /3 is used for
consistency . The final freeze-in abundance from a given
lepton pair is given by

Y l
V,f =

� ⇧

0
dT

Ẏ l
V

H(T )T
. (11)

The integrals are evaluated numerically using

H(T ) ⇧ 1.66
⇥

g⇥(T )
T 2

Mpl
; s(T ) =

2⌅2

45
g⇥(T )T

3

(12)
where g⇥(T ) is the e⇥ective number of relativistic degrees
of freedom. It is or is taken from [22].

For the simplest case of the MB distribution, and only
the relativistic electrons and positrons contributing, away
from the particle thresholds that change g⇥(T ), the final
integral can be evaluated analytically, and we have

Y e
V,f =

9

4⌅

m3
V �V⌅eē

(Hs)T=mV

= 0.72
m3

V �V⌅eē

(Hs)T=mV

(13)

This number reduces somewhat if the FD statistics is
used, 0.72MB ⌅ 0.54FD, but receives a ⇤ 20% upward
correction from the transverse resonance (Appendix A).
Our numerical integration routine includes both the cor-
rect statistics and the addition of resonant production.

While the treatment of the leptonic production of VDP
might be tedious but straightforward, the hadronic pro-
duction in the early universe is not calculable in principle,
as one cannot simply extrapolate measured rates for the
conversion of virtual photons to hadrons above tempera-
tures of the QCD and/or chiral phase transitions. While
generic scaling captured by Eq. 13 holds, one need to
make additional assumptions on how to treat the pri-
mordial gas of hadrons. It seems reasonable that at high
temperatures, when all light quarks are deconfined the
individual quark contribution Y q

V,f can be added by im-
posing a lower cuto⇥ at the confinement scale Tc in the
integral (11) and multiplying the matrix element (6) by
the square of the quark electric charge Q2

q. Below Tc one
is permitted to use free pion gas as an approximation to
the hadronic state, and the inverse pion decay ⌅+⌅� ⌅ V
is included using the same equations by adding the upper
bound Tc on the integral (11).

The VDPs are produced as semi-relativistic, and the
subsequent expansion of the Universe quickly cools them
so that at the time of their decay EV = mV . The decay
deposits this energy into e±, µ± and ⌅± pairs, and more
complicated hadronic final states at mV above the ⇧-
resonance. Thus, the energy stored per baryon (before
the characteristic decay time) is given by

Ep.b. = mV YV,f
s0
nb,0

, (14)

where nb,0/s0 = 0.9⇥10�10 is the entropy-to-baryon ratio
today. Ep.b. is shown in two separate pannels in figure 2.

Top panel (MP: Anthony, please, add this one!) shows
it as function of mV at fixed �e� , and the lower pannel
fixes the VDP lifetime to ⌃V = 1014s. We demonstrate
the contributions from the di⇥erent production channels.
To explore the variation of the hadronic production on
our assumptions we use a wide range of the phase tran-
sition temperatures, from Tc = 150 MeV to Tc = ⌃ re-
spectively for the quarks and pions contributions. Using
the calculated VDP energy reservoir we are now ready to
explore its consequences for the BBN and the CMB.
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FIG. 2. Total energy stored per baryons along the leptonic
and maximal hadronic contributions for ��1

V = 1014s. The
quark and pion curves are for Tc = 150 MeV and Tc = 1
respectively.

3. IMPACT ON BBN

MP: In addition with what Josef ’s doing in this sec-
tion, we got to investigate the following: the impact of
a massive particle with mass in excess of a di-nucleon
threshold and lifetime of 103 seconds. It can be impor-
tant for Li7 abundance, as we know. At the end of this
section, I am including some observations/estimates for
discussion purposes, to be removed/modified later.
MeV-scale vector masses with kinetic mixing

paramters ⇥ � 10�10 make for a prototype model
of electromagnetic energy injection during primoridal
nucleosynthesis (BBN) because the only kinematically
accessible decay mode is V ⌅ e+e�. After the decay, the
electron-positron pair is instantly thermalized via rapid
inverse Compton scattering on background photons,
injecting a total of Einj = mV � 2me of kinetic energy.
The resulting electromagnetic cascade which forms in
subsequent interactions of photons and electrons gives
rise to a non-equilibrium destruction (and creation) of
light elements.
The most important feature of the injected photon

energy spectrum f�(E�) is a sharp cut-o⇥ for energies
above the e± pair-creation threshold on ambient photons,
Epair ⇧ m2

e/22T . High-energy photons are e⌅ciently
dissipated before they can interact with nuclei, so that
to good approximation f�(E�) = 0 for E� > Epair. In
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FIG. 3. Total energy stored per baryons for �e� = 10�35 and
��1
V = 1014s.

3. IMPACT ON BBN

Late decays of dark photons a�ect the epoch of pri-
mordial nucleosynthesis with cosmic time t & 1 s in a
variety of ways. The resulting constraints are governed
by a combination of lifetime and abundance, and both
have complementary trends with respect to mV ; ⌅V (YV )
decreases (increases) with growing mass. Therefore we
generally expect constraints to be well bounded as local-
ized islands in parameter space with suitable combination
of mV and YV with BBN sensitivity.

Prior to decay, V contribute to the matter content sub-
stantially, YV . 108 for ⌅V < 1 s. Whereas the mod-
ification of the Hubble rate is generally small, the de-
cays of V imply the injection of electrons, muons, pions,
etc., in numbers larger than that of baryons. The e�ects
on BBN are best described by partitioning the decay into
electromagnetic and hadronic energy injection and in the
following we provide a lightning review of those modes
separately.

MeV-scale vector masses mV < 2m⇥ make for a pro-
totype model of electromagnetic energy injection be-
cause the dominant kinematically accessible decay modes
are V ⌅ e+e�, µ+µ�. Muons decay before interacting
weakly, and electron-positron pairs are instantly thermal-
ized via rapid inverse Compton scattering on background
photons. An electromagnetic cascade forms in energy de-
grading interactions of photons and electrons. The large
number of photons created gives rise to a non-equilibrium
destruction and creation of light elements.

The most important feature of the injected photon
energy spectrum f�(E�) is a sharp cut-o� for energies

above the e± pair-creation threshold on ambient photons,
Epair ⇧ m2

e/22T . High-energy photons are e⇤ciently
dissipated before they can interact with nuclei, so that
to good approximation f�(E�) = 0 for E� > Epair. In
contrast, lower energetic photons below the pair-creation
threshold can interact with the light elements. Equating
Epair against the thresholds for dissociation of the vari-
ous light elements informs us about the temperature and
hence cosmic time tph when to expect the scenario to be
constrained:

tph ⇧

�
⇤

⇥

2� 104s, 7Be + � ⌅ 3He + 4He (1.59MeV),
5� 104s, D+ � ⌅ n+ p (2.22MeV),
4� 106s, 4He + � ⌅ 3He/T+ n/p (20MeV),

where the binding energy of the nucleus against destruc-
tion has been given in brackets. Finally, we also note
that we find that neutrino injection from muon decay
does not yield observable changes in the light element
abundances—a facinating story in itself [3].

Once mV > 2m⇥ the hadronic channels open in the
decay of V and the e�ects on BBN become more di⇤cult
to model. A major simplification is that only long-lived
mesons ⇤±, K±, and KL with lifetime ⌅ ⇤ 10�8 s and
(anti-)nucleons have a chance to undergo a strong in-
teraction reaction with ambient protons and nuclei. The
ample reactions are charge exchange, e.g. ⇤�+p ⌅ ⇤0+n,
and absorption with subsequent destruction of light el-
ements, e.g. ⇤� + 4He ⌅ T + n. Prior to the end of
the deuterium bottleneck at T ⇧ 100 keV only the for-
mer reactions are possible. They change the n/p ratio
that determines the primordial 4He value. Later, once
elements have formed, the charge exchange creates “ex-
tra neutrons” on top of the residual and declining neu-
tron abundance. Moreover, spallations of 4He with non-
equilibrium production of mass-3 elements and secon-
daries, e.g. through T + 4Hebg ⌅ 6Li + n are impor-
tant. We model all such reactions in great detail, in-
clude secondary populations of pions from kaon decays,
and various hyperon producing channels from reactions
of kaons on nucleons and nuclei. A detailed exposition of
the hadronic part along with a discussion of all included
reactions can be found in our previous work [3]. More
details are provided when discussing our findings below
as well as in the appendix.

We now proceed reviewing light element observations
that form the basis of our adopted limits. Probably the
most notable recent development in the determination
of light element abundances are two precision measure-
ments of D/H from high-z QSO absorption systems [6, 7].
Both have error bars that are by a factor ⇤ 5 smaller
than the handful of previously available determinations.
Taken together, the mean observationally inferred pri-
mordial D/H value now reads [7],

D/H = (2.53± 0.04)� 10�5. (15)

Yet, systematically higher levels of primordial D/H are
nevertheless conceivable, despite what the error bar sug-
gests. For example, D may be astrated or absorbed on

7

Ref [30] provides transfer functions T (zinj , zdep, E) giv-
ing the fractional amount of energy deposited at zdep for
an energy injection E at zinj for both ⇥ and e+e� final
states. With this information, we can numerically solve
for the deposition e⌅ciency of the injected energy from
decaying particles with [30]

f(z) =
dE
dz

��
dep

(z)
dE
dz

��
inj

(z)
(27)

= H(z)

⇥

species

⇤ ⇤

z

d ln(1 + zin)

H(zin)

⇤
T (zin, z, E)E

dÑ

dE
dE

⇥

species

⇤
E
dÑ

dE
dE

,

(28)

where dÑ
dE is the normalized energy distribution of the

e+e� or ⇥ in the decaying particle rest frame. This
strategy has been used by Ref [20, 31] to analyze dark
matter annihilation and decay to standard model par-
ticles for m� > 1 GeV. An e⇥ective deposition e⌅-
ciency fe� is found by averaging f(z) over the range
800 < z < 1000. We compute fe� for VDP in the
mass range 1-500 MeV where the decay channels are
V ⇤ {e+e�, µ+µ�,⌃+⌃�} [17]. We show fe�(mV ) along
with each decay channel contributions and their branch-
ing ratios in figure 6 for ��1

V = 1014s. The small e⌅ciency
of µ± and ⌃± is due to the neutrinos radiating away a
large fraction of the energy. For e± with E � 100 MeV,
the longer cooling time lowers the e⌅ciency [30], which

is clearly seen in the fe±

e� curve.
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Using the result (14) with fe� in (26), we find that our
CMB constraints on �� ⇤ lead to the excluded region of
parameter space shown in Fig. 7. This is rather remark-
able sensitivity to an e⇥ective electromagnetic coupling
�e� ⇥ 10�37 � 10�38.
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FIG. 7. CMB constraints on VDP. The lifetime in seconds
and relative number density of dark photons to baryons prior
to their decay is included.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

[TO DO .....] The analysis in this paper assumed the
vector mass was above the electron threshold. For lower
masses, V naturally has a lifetime well in excess of the
age of the universe and can play the role of dark matter
[1, 2]. In this regime its relic abundance is fixed instead
by Thomson-like scattering, e+⇥ ⇤ e+V . As discussed
in [1], for mV ⇥ 100 keV, indirect constraints still allow
this cosmological abundance with ⌅ ⇥ 10�11, but photo-
electric absorption in dark matter detectors would leave
a detectable ionization signal. Recent electronic back-
ground data from XENON100 in the 1-100 keV range
[23] shows now signal and thus appears to close this win-
dow, as discussed in more detail in [24].
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APPENDIX A

Our evaluation of the number of relativistic degrees of
freedom needed in the Hubble rate and entropy density
follows the technique used in [34], updated to more recent
QCD theoretical developments.
The Wuppertal-Budapest lattice QCD group pro-

vides [35] a fitting function for the trace anomaly, from
which we can extract the energy and entropy density.
Their function incorporates the hadron resonance gas
model below the pseudo-critical temperature Tc and nf =

Excluded!

3

l

l̄

Aµ Vµ
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FIG. 2. Illustration of the coalescence production of the dark
photon through an o�-shell photon.

production of the dark photon states. The resonant pro-
duction occurs at much earlier times [2], at temperatures
T 2
r ⌅ 3m2

V /(2⇤�) � (8mV )2. It turns out that the res-
onant production is parametrically suppressed relative
to the bulk production, and the details of correspond-
ing calculation are included in Appendix A. The bulk of
the production corresponds to temperatures of mV and
below where T -dependence of

⌅
|Mll̄|2 can be safely ne-

glected. In our model it is given by

⇧
|Mll̄|2 = 16⇤�e�m

2
V

⇥
1 + 2

m2
l

m2
V

⇤
. (6)

The same matrix element determines the decay width,

�V⌅ll̄ =
�e�

3
mV

⇥
1 + 2

m2
l

m2
V

⇤ 

1� 4
m2

l

m2
V

. (7)

The right hand side of (5), that can be understood as the
number of V particles emitted per unit volume per unit
time, in the MB approximation can be reduced to

1

(2⇤)3
1

4

⌃

Eq. 9
dEldEl̄e

�El+El̄
T

⇧
|Mll̄|2 (8)

where the integration region is given by

����
m2

V

2
�m2

l � ElEl̄

���� ⇤
�

E2
l �m2

l

�
E2

l̄
�m2

l . (9)

In the approximation when only electrons are allowed to
coalesce and their mass can be neglected, ml ⌃ mV <
2mµ, (9) reduces to ElEl̄ ⌅ m2

V /4 and the integration
leads to a modified Bessel function,

sẎV = ṅV + 3HnV =
3

2⇤2
�V⌅ll̄m

2
V TK1(mV /T ) (10)

where Y = n/s is the number density normalized by the
total entropy density, and �V⌅ll̄ = �e�mV /3 is used for
consistency . The final freeze-in abundance from a given
lepton pair is given by

Y l
V,f =

⌃ ⇧

0
dT

Ẏ l
V

H(T )T
. (11)

The integrals are evaluated numerically using

H(T ) � 1.66
⌥
g⇥(T )

T 2

Mpl
; s(T ) =

2⇤2

45
g⇥(T )T

3

(12)
where g⇥(T ) is the e⇥ective number of relativistic degrees
of freedom, evaluated with the most recent lattice and
perturbative QCD results (see Appendix A for details).

For the simplest case of the MB distribution, and only
the relativistic electrons and positrons contributing, away
from the particle thresholds that change g⇥(T ), the final
integral can be evaluated analytically, and we have

Y e
V,f =

9

4⇤

m3
V �V⌅eē

(Hs)T=mV

= 0.72
m3

V �V⌅eē

(Hs)T=mV

(13)

This number reduces somewhat if the FD statistics is
used, 0.72MB ⌥ 0.54FD, but receives a ⇧ 20% upward
correction from the transverse resonance (Appendix B).
Our numerical integration routine includes both the cor-
rect statistics and the addition of resonant production.

While the treatment of the leptonic production of VDP
might be tedious but straightforward, the hadronic pro-
duction in the early universe is not calculable in principle,
as one cannot simply extrapolate measured rates for the
conversion of virtual photons to hadrons above tempera-
tures of the QCD and/or chiral phase transitions. While
generic scaling captured by Eq. 13 holds, one need to
make additional assumptions on how to treat the pri-
mordial gas of hadrons. It seems reasonable that at high
temperatures, when all light quarks are deconfined the
individual quark contribution Y q

V,f can be added by im-
posing a lower cuto⇥ at the confinement scale Tc in the
integral (11) and multiplying the matrix element (6) by
the square of the quark electric charge Q2

q. Below Tc one
is permitted to use free pion gas as an approximation to
the hadronic state, and the inverse pion decay ⇤+⇤� ⌥ V
is included using scalar QED rules (Appendix C).

The VDPs are produced as semi-relativistic, and the
subsequent expansion of the Universe quickly cools them
so that at the time of their decay EV = mV . The decay
deposits this energy into e±, µ± and ⇤± pairs, and more
complicated hadronic final states at mV above the ⌅-
resonance. Thus, the energy stored per baryon (before
the characteristic decay time) is given by

Ep.b. = mV YV,f
s0
nb,0

, (14)

where nb,0/s0 = 0.9⇥10�10 is the entropy-to-baryon ratio
today. Ep.b. is shown in two separate panels in figure 3.
Top panel shows it as function of mV at fixed �e� , and
the lower panel fixes the VDP lifetime to ⇧V = 1014s. We
demonstrate the contributions from the di⇥erent produc-
tion channels. Using the calculated VDP energy reservoir
we are now ready to explore its consequences for the BBN
and the CMB.
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omitting O(1) factors, one can give a parametric estimate
for the electromagnetic energy release per baryon

Ep.b. ⇤
mV �prodH

�1
T=mV

nb,T=mV

⇤ 0.1�e�MPl

⇤b
⇤ �e� ⇥1036 eV,

(4)
where we took the production rate per volume �prod to
be given by the product of the typical number density of
particles in the primordial plasma and the V decay rate,
⌃�1
V n�,T=mV . The production rate is active within one
Hubble time, H�1

T=mV
, which leads to the appearance of

the Planck mass in (4), along with another very large
factor, the ratio of photon to baryon number densities,
⇤�1
b = 1.6 ⇥ 109. One can see that the combination of
these two factors is capable of overcoming an extreme
smallness of �e� . Given that BBN could be sensitive to
energy release of as little as O(MeV) per baryon, and
the CMB anisotropies allow probing sub-eV scale energy
injection, one arrives to the conclusion that the early Uni-
verse can be an e⇥ective probe of VDP! The cosmological
signatures of the decaying VDP were partially explored
in Refs. [2, 3], but the CMB constraints were never de-
rived for this model.

In this paper, we intend to improve the calculations of
the ”freeze-in” abundances in the Early Universe (also us-
ing recent insights on the in-medium production of dark
vectors [4, 5]). We explore the BBN constraints in more
details, including a speculative possibility that currently
observed over-abundance of lithium can be reduced via
the VDP decays. The next section contains the details
of the ‘freeze-in’ calculation. in Section 3 we consider
the impact on BBN, and then in Section 4 consider the
impact of even later decays on the CMB anisotropies. A
summary of the constraints we obtain in shown in Fig. 1,
and more detailed plots of the parameter space are shown
in Sections 3 and 4. We finish with some concluding re-
marks in Section 5.

2. FREEZE-IN ABUNDANCE OF VDP

The cosmological abundance of long-lived very dark
photons is determined by the freeze-in mechanism. While
in principle there are several production channels, the
simplest and the most dominant one is the inverse decay
process. When quark (or more generally hadronic) con-
tributions can be neglected, the inverse decay proceeds
via coalescence of e± and µ±, ll̄ ⌅ V , shown in figure 2.

The Boltzmann equation for the total number density
of V takes the form

ṅV + 3HnV =
⇧

i=l,l̄,V

⌃ �
d3pi

(2⇧)32Ei

⇥
NlNl̄ (5)

(2⇧)4⇥(4)(pl + pl̄ � pV )
⌅

|Mll̄|2,

where the right hand side assumes the rate is sub-
Hubble so that V never achieves an equilibrium density.
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FIG. 1. An overview of the constraints on the plane of vector
mass versus mixing, showing the regions excluded by due to
their impact on BBN and CMB anisotropies. These excluded
regions are shown in more detail in later sections.

The product of Fermi-Dirac (FD) occupation numbers,
Nl(l̄) = [1 + exp(�El(l̄)/T )]

�1, is usually considered in

the Maxwell-Boltzmann (MB) limit, NlNl̄ ⌅ e(El+El̄)/T .
Although parametrically not justified, numerically the
FD⌅MB substitution is reasonably accurate, because as
it turns out the peak in the production rate per entropy
is at T < mV [2].

The matrix element
⇤

|Mll̄|2 is summed over both
initial and final spin degrees of freedom. It should in-
clude thermal-bath-modified photon propagator, and the
fermion wave functions. Among these modifications the
most important ones are those that lead to the resonant

• We rule out significant fraction of dark 
photon parameter space.

• These new limits are inevitable: only rely 
on thermal production and require that 
the Universe was T~ 0.3 mV hot. 

• Non-thermal component of < Vµ > (so-
called “vacuum misalignment”) will only 
make limits stronger. Existence of “dark 
Higgs” can only make limits stronger.

• After 2014, limits/sensitivity can be 
further improved with Planck 
polarization data. 

• (Fradette, MP, Pradler, Ritz, 2014)
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Generalization to Higgs-mixed scalars

• Basic idea is the same: freeze-in production in the very early 
Universe, T > mS.

• Late decays via mixing with the Higgs

• Because of the Higgs portal, the production peaks at T close EW 
scale. 

• The sensitivity is enhanced compared to dark photons: small mass 
dark photons decouple, but small mass S scalars do not. Production 
due to e.g. top Yukawa, decay due to e.g. electron Yukawa. Expect 
more sensitivity!

• (Fradette, MP, Pradler, Ritz, 2018, PRD)
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Freeze-in yield

Freeze-in yield is given by 3*10-9 q2 with ~50% accuracy. Big 
improvements over earlier works (that were ok up to factor of ~30)
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Results significantly constrain technically 
natural corner
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A < O(1-to-10)*mS is what you expect for not having additional 
tuning issues in mS. q< O(1-to-10)*mS/(100 GeV).
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Results significantly constrain technically 
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Coupling of a new state S to electron here is ~ 10-22. Similar to 
gravitational coupling of NR electron. 
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Higgs portal and light scalars at the LHC

§ I will consider lS sizeable and A parameter (mixing) to be small. 

§ If quadratic and linear coupling co-exist, then the LHC offers nice 
ways of probing this sector for light-ish S: At the LHC, we will be 
concerned with Hà S+S, due to lS followed by S decay. 

§ What if S are so long-lived that they decay at really macroscopic 
distance away? BBN comes to rescue to set limits on maximum 
lifetimes. 

2

cosmological history of S (section II); derive the impact on the BBN (section III); present our results (section IV),
and provide related discussion (section V).

II. THE MINIMAL HIGGS PORTAL MODEL

We consider the simplest extension of the SM by a singlet scalar field S. A new singlet scalar S can have two
interaction terms with the Standard Model (SM) at the renormalizable level, in addition to trilinear and quartic
self-interactions. In this scenario, the Lagrangian of the singlet sector (including the SM) generically takes the form

LH/S = µ2H†H � �H

�
H†H

�
2 � V (S)�ASH†H � �SS

2H†H + kin. terms. (1)

The Higgs expectation value v = 246 GeV is assumed to correspond to a global minimum. The self-interaction

potential V (S) = �
4

S4 +�
3

S3 + m2

S0

2

S2 can be redefined in such a way that the linear term is absent. It is important
that the A, �

3

! 0 and hSi = 0 limit would correspond to the case of stable S particles. To simplify the discussion
without sacrificing much generality, we take �

3,4 ! 0 and assume Av ⌧ m2

S0

, �Sv2.

The physical mass of S receives a contribution from the electroweak symmetry breaking, mS =
p

m2

S0

+ �Sv2. At
linear order in A, the mixing angle ✓ between physical excitations S and h is

✓ =
Av

m2

h �m2

S

✓
1� �Sv2

m2

S

◆
. (2)

The �S term arises because the S field develops a small A-controlled vacuum expectation value. The mixing parameter
✓ leads, via the A coupling constant, to the decay of S particles, which can be readily derived from

L
decay

= S ⇥ ✓
X

SM

Oh, (3)

where Oh is the set of the standard Higgs interaction terms, with the Higgs field removed: e.g. Oh = (mf/v)f̄f for
an elementary SM fermion f .

This Yukawa-type coupling to the SM has been tested in rare meson decays [12–16] and in proton fixed-target
experiments [17]. The model is mostly ruled out for large mixing angles ✓ & 10�4�10�2 over the mS ⇠ MeV - 5 GeV
mass range. The proposed experiment SHiP could potential improve current sensitivity down to ✓ ⇠ 10�6 for
mS ⇠ few GeV [17].

In the limit of ✓ ! 0, S is stable and could be the dark matter [18–20]. Various limits arise from searches in direct
and indirect detection if the particle is stable (see Refs. [21, 22] for recent reviews), but �S is generically bounded
from the constraints on invisible Higgs decay, independently of the direct detection limits. The Standard Model Higgs
has a well-predicted decay rate into SM particles of �SM = 4.07 MeV. So far, the properties of 125 GeV resonance
are remarkably consistent with the SM Higgs, and therefore there is little doubt that its width is close to �SM . The
invisible branching ratio of Higgs decay to SS final state is

�h!SS =
�2

Sv
2

8⇡mh

s

1� 4m2

S

m2

h

, (4)

Br(h ! SS) =
�S

�S + �SM
' 10�2

✓
�S

0.0015

◆
2

, (5)

where in the last line we assumed Br(h ! SS) ⌧ 1 and mS ⌧ mh. The experimental upper bound on the invisible
branching ratio of a SM Higgs is 0.19 (at 2�) [23], which translates into an upper bound on �S

�S . 0.007
⇣
1� 4m2

S

m2

h

⌘
1/4

. (6)

If S is to be stable, such small couplings would lead to an excessive abundance of S, which invalidates the Z
2

symmetric
case, and forces us to include the decay term. From now on, we will consider ✓ 6= 0, or in other words the case of
unstable S particles. Since our analysis is motivated by the LHC physics, we will use Br(h ! SS) as an input
parameter, and substitute �S everywhere employing (4) and (5).
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MATHUSLA proposal (staring from Chou, Curtin, Lubatti, 1606.06298) 

Industrial size O(200 m) hollow 
detector to be put on the surface, 
near the forward region of a particle 
detector at the LHC, e.g. CMS.

Time correlation between events 
at the LHC and decay vertex 
inside a large detector can 
drastically cut the number of 
background cosmic events
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Higgs portal and light scalars
§ At the LHC, we will be concerned with Hà S+S, followed by S 

decay. 
§ Consider “an almost” Z2 symmetric case to maximize the depletion 

of S in the early universe, and minimize its decay: 

2

cosmological history of S (section II); derive the impact on the BBN (section III); present our results (section IV),
and provide related discussion (section V).

II. THE MINIMAL HIGGS PORTAL MODEL

We consider the simplest extension of the SM by a singlet scalar field S. A new singlet scalar S can have two
interaction terms with the Standard Model (SM) at the renormalizable level, in addition to trilinear and quartic
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case, and forces us to include the decay term. From now on, we will consider ✓ 6= 0, or in other words the case of
unstable S particles. Since our analysis is motivated by the LHC physics, we will use Br(h ! SS) as an input
parameter, and substitute �S everywhere employing (4) and (5).
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FIG. 1. Left : Branching ratios of the scalar S in our baseline decay model. See text for details. Right : Scalar S lifetime of our
baseline model and the spectator model for the mixing angle ✓ = 10�6.

B. Cosmological metastable abundance

After the temperature drops below mS , the interaction of SS pairs with the SM shifts towards the annihilation,
resulting in an intermediate (metastable) population of S bosons. In the mass range that we consider, the S annihi-
lation is dominated by the s-channel reactions SS ! h⇤ ! XX, where on the receiving end are the pairs of the SM
states XX created by a Higgs-mediation process. The annihilation cross section �v generically takes the form

�v(s) =
8�2

Sv
2

(s�m2

h)
2 +m2

h�
2

SM+S

�mh!
p
s

SMp
s

, h�vi =
R1
4m2

S
ds �v(s) s

p
s� 4m2

SK1

⇣p
s

T

⌘

16Tm4

SK
2

2

�
mS

T

� . (12)

This formula recast the rate in terms of a Higgs width �mh!
p
s

SM

with a fictitious mass of
p
s. This form encompasses

both perturbative and non-perturbative channels in the h⇤ decay rate (with the substitution m⇤
h ! p

s), which we
have described above. In the standard WIMP freeze out paradigm, a DM particle freezes out at T

f.o. ⇠ mDM/20,
h�vi is simply the nonrelativistic limit �v(

p
s = 2mDM ) and the relic density can be conveniently approximated as

⌦DMh2 ⇠ 0.11⇥ 1pb/h�vi. This result emerges as a solution to the Boltzmann equation1 [38]

dY

dx
=

sh�vi
Hx


1 +

1

3

d(lnh
e↵

)

d(lnT )

� �
Y 2

eq

� Y 2

�
, (13)

when the freeze out occurs in the exponentially falling region of the equilibrium density Y
eq

(T ). For a much smaller
annihilation cross section, h�vi ⌧ 1 pb, Y departs from the equilibrium value earlier, possibly near the relativistic
plateau Y

eq

= n
eq

/s ! 45⇣(3)/2⇡4h
e↵

(T ) for x ⌧ 1. Since the nonrelativistic annihilation cross section in the
minimal Higgs portal model ranges from 10�3 to 10�14 pb for mS ⇠ 1 MeV�60 GeV and Br(h ! SS) ⇠ 0.1� 0.001,
we numerically integrate equation (13) to determine the metastable S abundance. The results are shown in Fig. 2,
normalized to the baryon number density for a more intuitive interpretation of its impact on BBN in the following
section.

For mS ' mh/2, the �v cross section evaluated at s = 4m2

S is a poor approximation, as it fails to capture the strong
energy dependence of the cross section near the resonance at

p
s = mh/2 [39]. The sharp drop in the abundance above

mS ⇠ 45 GeV is due to the resonant contribution to the thermally averaged cross section, leading to a delayed freeze
out and drastic decrease in metastable S abundance. Our numerical results agree with the semi-analytic treatment
of Ref. [21]. For very light mS , one can see that the freeze out abundances are large, and the relative spread between
di↵erent input values of Br(h ! SS) gets smaller, as the annihilation cross section becomes very small and the
freeze out happens in the semi-relativistic regime x

f.o. ⇠ O(1) and asymptote to the Y
eq

relativistic plateau for
small mS . The only di↵erence at the lightest masses is from Y rel

eq

/ 1/h
e↵

(T ). Since h
e↵

is a monotonic function

1 We use the standard variable definitions, where Y = nS/s is the S abundance normalized on the entropy density s, x = m/T is
the dimensionless inverse temperature, H is the Hubble rate, he↵ is number of entropic relativistic degrees of freedom and Yeq is the
normalized thermal equilibrium S number density.

Defines lifetime Defines H decay and S abundance
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Cosmological  metastable abundance
§ In the early Universe, the number density is depleted as for the usual 

WIMP: 
§ However, because Higgs mediation is relatively inefficient, the 

abundance you are stuck with is large. [The smaller HàSS 
branching is, the MORE of these particles survive in the early U]5
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FIG. 2. Left : Temperature evolution (x = m/T ) of the YS intermediate abundance for mS = 5 MeV and 500 MeV for the three
benchmark higgs branching ratios. Right : Metastable abundance of S prior to its decay normalized over the baryon density.
Values shown for Br(h ! SS) = 10�1, 10�2 and 10�3. The dashed lines correspond to the perturbative spectator model.

of temperature, weaker annihilation cross sections freeze out earlier, at a higher temperature, thus yielding smaller
abundances (as seen in the mS = 5 MeV curves in Fig. 2). This is in contrast with the standard freeze out in the
non-relativistic regime, with final abundances inversely proportional to the cross section. We note in passing that the
strong-interaction-related uncertainty “propagates” outside the mS ⇠ 2m⇡ � 2mc window. For example, because of
the relativistic freeze out, for mS smaller 2m⇡ the hadronic channels may turn out to be important.

III. BIG BANG NUCLEOSYNTHESIS

The formation of light nuclei is one of the earliest probes of NP in cosmology along with far less certain constraints
imposed by the inflationary framework. BBN is well-understood within SM physics, and its outcome agrees with
observational data for 4He and D. 7Li has an outstanding factor of ⇠ 2 � 3 discrepancy between theory and obser-
vations [9], with the caveat that the observed abundances may have been a↵ected by stellar evolution. Nevertheless,
the overall success over a wide range of abundances can be used to constrain various types of NP [11].

The initial BBN stage is the neutron-proton ratio n/p freeze out. Maintained in equilibrium by electroweak
interactions at high temperatures, the neutron abundance follows n/p ⇠ e�Q/T , where Q = mn � mp � me '
1.293 MeV, until the epoch when the weak processes decouple around temperatures of 0.7 MeV. The outcome,
n/p ' 1/6, is quasi-stable, decreasing to n/p ' 1/7 at the end of the “deuterium bottleneck”. The latter terminology
is used to indicate a much delayed onset of nuclear reactions controlled by a relatively shallow n� p binding energy.
Once the Universe runs out of photons that can e�ciently dissociate deuterium, the bulk of the nucleosynthetic
reactions occurs at t

deut

⇠ 200 seconds. 4He has a large binding energy per nucleon, and the reactions leading
to it are less Coulomb-suppressed than for heavier elements. Consequently, most neutrons end up in the final 4He
abundance (expressed in mass fraction from the total baryon mass) Yp ' 2(n/p)/ (1 + n/p) ' 0.25.

Traces of neutrons and incomplete nuclear burning of A = 2, 3 nuclei light nuclei result in the left-over abundances
of 3He and D. Beyond the 4He atomic number, the deepest bound nucleus is 12C, but its formation is completely
suppressed since it would need to be produced by a triple 4He collision. The 2 ! 2 reactions p + 4He and 4He +
4He are also ine↵ective at producing heavier nuclei as the A = 5 and A = 8 elements are all unstable. The only
remaining possibilities are 4He + 3He ! 7Be + � followed by a � decay to yield 7Li/H ⇠ O(10�10) and 6Li formed at
the 6Li/H ⇠ O(10�14) via 4He-D fusion. For the problem at hand - the determination of the upper limit on the S
lifetime - few of these details matter. This is because of relatively large metastable abundances a↵ecting the earliest
stages of nucleosynthesis, primarily via the n/p ratio.

A. Neutron Enrichment

Ample abundances of S particles (nS ⇠ 102 � 109 ⇥ nb) flood the Universe with final state mesons and nucleons
that in turn could spoil the final light nuclei abundances. For example, at temperatures T ⇠ 0.5 MeV, the protons are
⇠ 6 times more abundant than neutrons, but this ratio can be easily changed due to meson-induced charge exchange
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Constraints on lifetime come mostly from n/p 
enrichment

§ Decay products (nucleons, kaons, pions) induce extra pàn
transitions and quite generically increase n/p. This is very 
constrained. 

§ For a ~ GeV scale particle, and energy of 200 GeV (broadly 
consistent with being a decay of the Higgs at 13 or 14 TeV energy), 
the minimum probability to decay in 100m detector is ~ 10-6. If the 
branching of HàSS is sizeable, then it is a detectable signal. 
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FIG. 6. Left : Lifetime constraint as a function of the S mass for three h ! SS branching ratios. The lettered regions represent
di↵erent assumptions or physics and are described in the text. The dotted lines correspond to the perturbative spectator model.
Right : Same as left, except transposed in the decay length of S, assuming it is boosted to ES = 200 GeV.

• Region B m⇡ < mS < 2m⇡ : This region is dominated by the SS annihilation to ⇡+⇡�. We also derived the
same constraint as region A from N

e↵

up to mS = 2mµ, in addition to the raised N
e↵

from decays into muons
in the 2mµ < mS < 2m⇡ and the Yp constraints from S decaying into muons. They all yield weaker bounds, of
⌧S > 0.3 sec or longer.

• Region C 2m⇡ < mS < 2mK : The abundance YS weighted by the pion branching ratio constrains the region
via direct charged pion decays. We assume 2/3 go into charged pions and 1/3 is radiated away in ⇡0.

• Region D 2mK < mS < 1.4 GeV : The abundance YS weighted by the kaon branching ratio constrains the
region via direct charged kaons decays. We assume 1/2 go into charged kaons and 1/2 into K0K̄0. Only half of
the neutral kaons survive as KL, creating similar in numbers metastable populations of KL, K+ and K�.

• Region E 1.4 GeV < mS < 2mD : By strangeness conservation, we assume that all s-quarks yield a kaon,
half charged and half neutral. Since we do not have model-independent branching ratios of S in this mass
regime, we vary the description according to the assumptions in each decay model. For the baseline model, we
assume that 100% decays to the kaons and apply our kaon injection constraints. For the perturbative spectator
model, the kaon branching ratio is given by (11), with non-negligible contributions from decays to pions, muons
and eta mesons, resulting in weaker bounds until the c-quark threshold. At mS = mc the hadronic modelling
dependence largely goes away.

• Region F 2mD < mS < 2mb : We utilize the branching fractions of cc̄ from e+e� at
p
s = 10.5 GeV into

D-mesons from Ref. [56] and weight each channel by its inclusive K± branching ratios to find a hadronization
yield of 0.63 K+K� pair per S decay into c-quarks. Rescaled by Br(S ! cc̄), same constraints from kaon
injection apply. Above the 2m

⇤c threshold, a cc̄ typically forms a c-baryon with a 0.06 probability [56], which
then hadronizes to p or n. We find this constraint weaker than the kaons injection and use the K+K� result
across this entire range.

• Region G mS > 2mb : The main decay channel here are pairs of bb̄ quarks. The charged pion, charged
kaons and proton multiplicities in the bb̄ decay of a Z boson are measured to be 18.44 ± 0.63, 2.63 ± 0.14 and
1.00 ± 0.08 respectively by the ALEPH collaboration [57]. We assume the ratio holds in the hadronization of
lower centre-of-mass decays into bb̄ and scale by the mean charge multiplicity fit [58]

Nch(s) = �0.577 + 0.394 ln(s/s
0

) + 0.213 ln2(s/s
0

) + 0.005(s/s
0

)0.55, (49)

where s
0

= 1 GeV2. This fit agrees well in both e+e� and pp̄ collisions between
p
s ⇠ 2 GeV�2 TeV. This gives

us an estimate for the baryon injection of the bb̄ branching fraction of S. We further assume 50% smaller injection
of n(n̄) to utilize our baryon injection constraints. The accompanying pions and kaons also independently yield
comparable constraints, not shown in the figure.
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Figure 1: Exclusion limits for hidden photon (top) and ALP (bottom) couplings to SM photons.
Existing measurements are indicated with gray/blue/dark green shades and white captions.
Expected limits from future measurements are indicated with light green shades and black
captions. The yellow band in the axion plot marks properties of the QCD axion. Red color
indicates theoretical constrains for hidden photon and axion production and expectations for
dark matter and dark radiation (for hidden photons) produced by hidden photons (figures
adapted from [3]).
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Going to small mass 
range (our group, An et 
al, 2013, has derived 
correct stellar energy 
loss constraints.) Notice 
weakening of bounds at 
small mA’

2

omitting O(1) factors, one can give a parametric estimate
for the electromagnetic energy release per baryon

Ep.b. ⇤
mV �prodH

�1
T=mV

nb,T=mV

⇤ 0.1�e�MPl

⇤b
⇤ �e� ⇥1036 eV,

(4)
where we took the production rate per volume �prod to
be given by the product of the typical number density of
particles in the primordial plasma and the V decay rate,
⌃�1
V n�,T=mV . The production rate is active within one
Hubble time, H�1

T=mV
, which leads to the appearance of

the Planck mass in (4), along with another very large
factor, the ratio of photon to baryon number densities,
⇤�1
b = 1.6 ⇥ 109. One can see that the combination of
these two factors is capable of overcoming an extreme
smallness of �e� . Given that BBN could be sensitive to
energy release of as little as O(MeV) per baryon, and
the CMB anisotropies allow probing sub-eV scale energy
injection, one arrives to the conclusion that the early Uni-
verse can be an e⇥ective probe of VDP! The cosmological
signatures of the decaying VDP were partially explored
in Refs. [2, 3], but the CMB constraints were never de-
rived for this model.
In this paper, we intend to improve the calculations of

the ”freeze-in” abundances in the Early Universe (also us-
ing recent insights on the in-medium production of dark
vectors [4, 5]). We explore the BBN constraints in more
details, including a speculative possibility that currently
observed over-abundance of lithium can be reduced via
the VDP decays. The next section contains the details
of the ‘freeze-in’ calculation. in Section 3 we consider
the impact on BBN, and then in Section 4 consider the
impact of even later decays on the CMB anisotropies. A
summary of the constraints we obtain in shown in Fig. 1,
and more detailed plots of the parameter space are shown
in Sections 3 and 4. We finish with some concluding re-
marks in Section 5.

2. FREEZE-IN ABUNDANCE OF VDP

The cosmological abundance of long-lived very dark
photons is determined by the freeze-in mechanism. While
in principle there are several production channels, the
simplest and the most dominant one is the inverse decay
process. When quark (or more generally hadronic) con-
tributions can be neglected, the inverse decay proceeds
via coalescence of e± and µ±, ll̄ ⌅ V , shown in figure 2.

The Boltzmann equation for the total number density
of V takes the form

ṅV + 3HnV =
⇧

i=l,l̄,V

⌃ �
d3pi

(2⇧)32Ei

⇥
NlNl̄ (5)

(2⇧)4⇥(4)(pl + pl̄ � pV )
⌅

|Mll̄|2,

where the right hand side assumes the rate is sub-
Hubble so that V never achieves an equilibrium density.
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FIG. 1. An overview of the constraints on the plane of vector
mass versus mixing, showing the regions excluded by due to
their impact on BBN and CMB anisotropies. These excluded
regions are shown in more detail in later sections.

The product of Fermi-Dirac (FD) occupation numbers,
Nl(l̄) = [1 + exp(�El(l̄)/T )]

�1, is usually considered in

the Maxwell-Boltzmann (MB) limit, NlNl̄ ⌅ e(El+El̄)/T .
Although parametrically not justified, numerically the
FD⌅MB substitution is reasonably accurate, because as
it turns out the peak in the production rate per entropy
is at T < mV [2].

The matrix element
⇤

|Mll̄|2 is summed over both
initial and final spin degrees of freedom. It should in-
clude thermal-bath-modified photon propagator, and the
fermion wave functions. Among these modifications the
most important ones are those that lead to the resonant

Going to smaller couplings: new 
primordial nucleosynthesis and CMB 
constraints from late decays of dark 
photons, (our group, Fradette et al, 2014)



EDGES result: cosmic 21 cm

• This is as big a deal in cosmology as it gets
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An absorption profile centred at 78 megahertz in the 
sky-averaged spectrum
Judd D. Bowman1, Alan E. E. Rogers2, Raul A. Monsalve1,3,4, Thomas J. Mozdzen1 & Nivedita Mahesh1

After stars formed in the early Universe, their ultraviolet light is 
expected, eventually, to have penetrated the primordial hydrogen 
gas and altered the excitation state of its 21-centimetre hyperfine 
line. This alteration would cause the gas to absorb photons from 
the cosmic microwave background, producing a spectral distortion 
that should be observable today at radio frequencies of less than  
200 megahertz1. Here we report the detection of a flattened 
absorption profile in the sky-averaged radio spectrum, which is 
centred at a frequency of 78 megahertz and has a best-fitting full-
width at half-maximum of 19 megahertz and an amplitude of 0.5 
kelvin. The profile is largely consistent with expectations for the 
21-centimetre signal induced by early stars; however, the best-fitting 
amplitude of the profile is more than a factor of two greater than 
the largest predictions2. This discrepancy suggests that either the 
primordial gas was much colder than expected or the background 
radiation temperature was hotter than expected. Astrophysical 
phenomena (such as radiation from stars and stellar remnants) are 
unlikely to account for this discrepancy; of the proposed extensions 
to the standard model of cosmology and particle physics, only 
cooling of the gas as a result of interactions between dark matter 
and baryons seems to explain the observed amplitude3. The low-
frequency edge of the observed profile indicates that stars existed 
and had produced a background of Lyman-α photons by 180 million 
years after the Big Bang. The high-frequency edge indicates that 
the gas was heated to above the radiation temperature less than 
100 million years later.

Observations with the Experiment to Detect the Global Epoch of 
Reionization Signature (EDGES) low-band instruments, which began 
in August 2015, were used to detect the absorption profile. Each of the 
two low-band instruments consists of a radio receiver and a zenith- 
pointing, single-polarization dipole antenna. Spectra of the brightness 
temperature of the radio-frequency sky noise, spatially averaged over 
the large beams of the instruments, were recorded between 50 MHz 
and 100 MHz. Raw spectra were calibrated, filtered and integrated over 
 hundreds of hours. Automated measurements of the reflection coeffi-
cients of the antennas were performed in the field. Other measurements  
were performed in the laboratory, including of the noise waves and 
reflection coefficients of the low-noise amplifiers and additional  
calibration constants. Details of the instruments, calibration, verifica-
tion and model fitting are described in Methods.

In Fig. 1 we summarize the detection. It shows the spectrum 
observed by one of the instruments and the results of model fits. 
Galactic synchrotron emission dominates the observed sky noise, 
 yielding a power-law spectral profile that decreases from about 
5,000 K at 50 MHz to about 1,000 K at 100 MHz for the high Galactic 
latitudes shown. Fitting and removing the Galactic emission and  
ionospheric contributions from the spectrum using a five-term,  
physically motivated foreground model (equation (1) in Methods) 
results in a residual with a root-mean-square (r.m.s.) of 0.087 K.  

The absorption profile is found by fitting the integrated spectrum 
with the foreground model and a model for the 21-cm signal  
simultaneously. The best-fitting 21-cm model yields a symmetric 
U-shaped absorption profile that is centred at a frequency of 
78 ±  1 MHz and has a full-width at half- maximum of −

+19 MHz2
4 , an 

amplitude of . − .+ .0 5 K0 2
0 5  and a flattening factor of τ= −

+7 3
5 (where the 

bounds provide 99% confidence intervals including estimates of  
systematic uncertainties; see Methods for model definition). 
Uncertainties in the parameters of the fitted profile are estimated 
from statistical uncertainty in the model fits and from  systematic 
differences between the various validation trials that were performed 
using observations from both instruments and several  different data 
cuts. The 99% confidence intervals that we report are calculated as 
the outer bounds of (1) the marginalized statistical 99% confidence 
intervals from fits to the primary dataset and (2) the range of best- 
fitting values for each parameter across the validation trials. Fitting 
with both the foreground and 21-cm models lowers the residuals to 
an r.m.s. of 0.025 K. The fit shown in Fig. 1 has a signal-to-noise ratio 
of 37, calculated as the best-fitting amplitude of the profile divided 
by the statistical uncertainty of the amplitude fit, including the cova-
riance between model parameters. Additional analyses of the 

1School of Earth and Space Exploration, Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona 85287, USA. 2Haystack Observatory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Westford, Massachusetts 01886, USA. 
3Center for Astrophysics and Space Astronomy, University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 80309, USA. 4Facultad de Ingeniería, Universidad Católica de la Santísima Concepción, Alonso de Ribera 
2850, Concepción, Chile.
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Figure 1 | Summary of detection. a, Measured spectrum for the reference 
dataset after filtering for data quality and radio-frequency interference. 
The spectrum is dominated by Galactic synchrotron emission.  
b, c, Residuals after fitting and removing only the foreground  
model (b) or the foreground and 21-cm models (c). d, Recovered  
model profile of the 21-cm absorption, with a signal-to-noise  
ratio of 37, amplitude of 0.53 K, centre frequency of 78.1 MHz and  
width of 18.7 MHz. e, Sum of the 21-cm model (d) and its residuals (c).
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After stars formed in the early Universe, their ultraviolet light is 
expected, eventually, to have penetrated the primordial hydrogen 
gas and altered the excitation state of its 21-centimetre hyperfine 
line. This alteration would cause the gas to absorb photons from 
the cosmic microwave background, producing a spectral distortion 
that should be observable today at radio frequencies of less than  
200 megahertz1. Here we report the detection of a flattened 
absorption profile in the sky-averaged radio spectrum, which is 
centred at a frequency of 78 megahertz and has a best-fitting full-
width at half-maximum of 19 megahertz and an amplitude of 0.5 
kelvin. The profile is largely consistent with expectations for the 
21-centimetre signal induced by early stars; however, the best-fitting 
amplitude of the profile is more than a factor of two greater than 
the largest predictions2. This discrepancy suggests that either the 
primordial gas was much colder than expected or the background 
radiation temperature was hotter than expected. Astrophysical 
phenomena (such as radiation from stars and stellar remnants) are 
unlikely to account for this discrepancy; of the proposed extensions 
to the standard model of cosmology and particle physics, only 
cooling of the gas as a result of interactions between dark matter 
and baryons seems to explain the observed amplitude3. The low-
frequency edge of the observed profile indicates that stars existed 
and had produced a background of Lyman-α photons by 180 million 
years after the Big Bang. The high-frequency edge indicates that 
the gas was heated to above the radiation temperature less than 
100 million years later.

Observations with the Experiment to Detect the Global Epoch of 
Reionization Signature (EDGES) low-band instruments, which began 
in August 2015, were used to detect the absorption profile. Each of the 
two low-band instruments consists of a radio receiver and a zenith- 
pointing, single-polarization dipole antenna. Spectra of the brightness 
temperature of the radio-frequency sky noise, spatially averaged over 
the large beams of the instruments, were recorded between 50 MHz 
and 100 MHz. Raw spectra were calibrated, filtered and integrated over 
 hundreds of hours. Automated measurements of the reflection coeffi-
cients of the antennas were performed in the field. Other measurements  
were performed in the laboratory, including of the noise waves and 
reflection coefficients of the low-noise amplifiers and additional  
calibration constants. Details of the instruments, calibration, verifica-
tion and model fitting are described in Methods.

In Fig. 1 we summarize the detection. It shows the spectrum 
observed by one of the instruments and the results of model fits. 
Galactic synchrotron emission dominates the observed sky noise, 
 yielding a power-law spectral profile that decreases from about 
5,000 K at 50 MHz to about 1,000 K at 100 MHz for the high Galactic 
latitudes shown. Fitting and removing the Galactic emission and  
ionospheric contributions from the spectrum using a five-term,  
physically motivated foreground model (equation (1) in Methods) 
results in a residual with a root-mean-square (r.m.s.) of 0.087 K.  

The absorption profile is found by fitting the integrated spectrum 
with the foreground model and a model for the 21-cm signal  
simultaneously. The best-fitting 21-cm model yields a symmetric 
U-shaped absorption profile that is centred at a frequency of 
78 ±  1 MHz and has a full-width at half- maximum of −

+19 MHz2
4 , an 

amplitude of . − .+ .0 5 K0 2
0 5  and a flattening factor of τ= −

+7 3
5 (where the 

bounds provide 99% confidence intervals including estimates of  
systematic uncertainties; see Methods for model definition). 
Uncertainties in the parameters of the fitted profile are estimated 
from statistical uncertainty in the model fits and from  systematic 
differences between the various validation trials that were performed 
using observations from both instruments and several  different data 
cuts. The 99% confidence intervals that we report are calculated as 
the outer bounds of (1) the marginalized statistical 99% confidence 
intervals from fits to the primary dataset and (2) the range of best- 
fitting values for each parameter across the validation trials. Fitting 
with both the foreground and 21-cm models lowers the residuals to 
an r.m.s. of 0.025 K. The fit shown in Fig. 1 has a signal-to-noise ratio 
of 37, calculated as the best-fitting amplitude of the profile divided 
by the statistical uncertainty of the amplitude fit, including the cova-
riance between model parameters. Additional analyses of the 
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Figure 1 | Summary of detection. a, Measured spectrum for the reference 
dataset after filtering for data quality and radio-frequency interference. 
The spectrum is dominated by Galactic synchrotron emission.  
b, c, Residuals after fitting and removing only the foreground  
model (b) or the foreground and 21-cm models (c). d, Recovered  
model profile of the 21-cm absorption, with a signal-to-noise  
ratio of 37, amplitude of 0.53 K, centre frequency of 78.1 MHz and  
width of 18.7 MHz. e, Sum of the 21-cm model (d) and its residuals (c).
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An absorption profile centred at 78 megahertz in the 
sky-averaged spectrum
Judd D. Bowman1, Alan E. E. Rogers2, Raul A. Monsalve1,3,4, Thomas J. Mozdzen1 & Nivedita Mahesh1

After stars formed in the early Universe, their ultraviolet light is 
expected, eventually, to have penetrated the primordial hydrogen 
gas and altered the excitation state of its 21-centimetre hyperfine 
line. This alteration would cause the gas to absorb photons from 
the cosmic microwave background, producing a spectral distortion 
that should be observable today at radio frequencies of less than  
200 megahertz1. Here we report the detection of a flattened 
absorption profile in the sky-averaged radio spectrum, which is 
centred at a frequency of 78 megahertz and has a best-fitting full-
width at half-maximum of 19 megahertz and an amplitude of 0.5 
kelvin. The profile is largely consistent with expectations for the 
21-centimetre signal induced by early stars; however, the best-fitting 
amplitude of the profile is more than a factor of two greater than 
the largest predictions2. This discrepancy suggests that either the 
primordial gas was much colder than expected or the background 
radiation temperature was hotter than expected. Astrophysical 
phenomena (such as radiation from stars and stellar remnants) are 
unlikely to account for this discrepancy; of the proposed extensions 
to the standard model of cosmology and particle physics, only 
cooling of the gas as a result of interactions between dark matter 
and baryons seems to explain the observed amplitude3. The low-
frequency edge of the observed profile indicates that stars existed 
and had produced a background of Lyman-α photons by 180 million 
years after the Big Bang. The high-frequency edge indicates that 
the gas was heated to above the radiation temperature less than 
100 million years later.

Observations with the Experiment to Detect the Global Epoch of 
Reionization Signature (EDGES) low-band instruments, which began 
in August 2015, were used to detect the absorption profile. Each of the 
two low-band instruments consists of a radio receiver and a zenith- 
pointing, single-polarization dipole antenna. Spectra of the brightness 
temperature of the radio-frequency sky noise, spatially averaged over 
the large beams of the instruments, were recorded between 50 MHz 
and 100 MHz. Raw spectra were calibrated, filtered and integrated over 
 hundreds of hours. Automated measurements of the reflection coeffi-
cients of the antennas were performed in the field. Other measurements  
were performed in the laboratory, including of the noise waves and 
reflection coefficients of the low-noise amplifiers and additional  
calibration constants. Details of the instruments, calibration, verifica-
tion and model fitting are described in Methods.

In Fig. 1 we summarize the detection. It shows the spectrum 
observed by one of the instruments and the results of model fits. 
Galactic synchrotron emission dominates the observed sky noise, 
 yielding a power-law spectral profile that decreases from about 
5,000 K at 50 MHz to about 1,000 K at 100 MHz for the high Galactic 
latitudes shown. Fitting and removing the Galactic emission and  
ionospheric contributions from the spectrum using a five-term,  
physically motivated foreground model (equation (1) in Methods) 
results in a residual with a root-mean-square (r.m.s.) of 0.087 K.  

The absorption profile is found by fitting the integrated spectrum 
with the foreground model and a model for the 21-cm signal  
simultaneously. The best-fitting 21-cm model yields a symmetric 
U-shaped absorption profile that is centred at a frequency of 
78 ±  1 MHz and has a full-width at half- maximum of −

+19 MHz2
4 , an 

amplitude of . − .+ .0 5 K0 2
0 5  and a flattening factor of τ= −

+7 3
5 (where the 

bounds provide 99% confidence intervals including estimates of  
systematic uncertainties; see Methods for model definition). 
Uncertainties in the parameters of the fitted profile are estimated 
from statistical uncertainty in the model fits and from  systematic 
differences between the various validation trials that were performed 
using observations from both instruments and several  different data 
cuts. The 99% confidence intervals that we report are calculated as 
the outer bounds of (1) the marginalized statistical 99% confidence 
intervals from fits to the primary dataset and (2) the range of best- 
fitting values for each parameter across the validation trials. Fitting 
with both the foreground and 21-cm models lowers the residuals to 
an r.m.s. of 0.025 K. The fit shown in Fig. 1 has a signal-to-noise ratio 
of 37, calculated as the best-fitting amplitude of the profile divided 
by the statistical uncertainty of the amplitude fit, including the cova-
riance between model parameters. Additional analyses of the 

1School of Earth and Space Exploration, Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona 85287, USA. 2Haystack Observatory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Westford, Massachusetts 01886, USA. 
3Center for Astrophysics and Space Astronomy, University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 80309, USA. 4Facultad de Ingeniería, Universidad Católica de la Santísima Concepción, Alonso de Ribera 
2850, Concepción, Chile.
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Figure 1 | Summary of detection. a, Measured spectrum for the reference 
dataset after filtering for data quality and radio-frequency interference. 
The spectrum is dominated by Galactic synchrotron emission.  
b, c, Residuals after fitting and removing only the foreground  
model (b) or the foreground and 21-cm models (c). d, Recovered  
model profile of the 21-cm absorption, with a signal-to-noise  
ratio of 37, amplitude of 0.53 K, centre frequency of 78.1 MHz and  
width of 18.7 MHz. e, Sum of the 21-cm model (d) and its residuals (c).
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There is plenty of skepticism expressed in the 
literature about the instrument itself, data 
analysis and possible sources of backgrounds. 
For now, the collaboration has not conceded 
any of that.   
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Extended Data Figure 2 | Low-band antennas. a, The low-1 antenna 
with the 30 m ×  30 m mesh ground plane. The darker inner square is the 
original 10 m ×  10 m mesh. The control hut is 50 m from the antenna.  
b, A close view of the low-2 antenna. The two elevated metal panels form 

the dipole-based antenna and are supported by fibreglass legs. The balun 
consists of the two vertical brass tubes in the middle of the antenna. The 
balun shield is the shoebox-sized metal shroud around the bottom of the 
balun. The receiver is under the white metal platform and is not visible.

© 2018 Macmillan Publishers Limited, part of Springer Nature. All rights reserved.

EDGES
Experiment to Detect the Global Epoch of Reionization Signature

Bowman et. al. Nature 555, 67 (2018)
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CMB Planckian spectrum

• FIRAS on COBE has measured the spectrum near its maximum 
to 1 part in 104 accuracy. 

• The CMB anisotropy program by many experiments have 
proceeded on solid footing. 

• 21 cm physics wants to use small x part of this plot

2

the expectations of the standard cosmology. Non-thermal
Dark Radiation (DR) is considered in the literature less
often, although many processes occurring solely in the
dark sector may lead to its appearance.

In recent papers [9, 10], interacting DR was examined
in the regime where the individual quanta are much fewer
in number but much harder in frequency than the typical
CMB photons, !

DR

� !
CMB

; n
DR

⌧ n
CMB

, but such
that the Neff constraint is satisfied. This type of DR
may arise as a consequence of the late decays or annihi-
lations of massive DM particles. In this paper we study
the alternative, a much softer than CMB, but more nu-
merous DR quanta,

!
DR

⌧ !
CMB

, n
DR

> n
RJ

, !
DR

n
DR

⌧ ⇢
tot

. (1)

In this formula, ⇢
tot

stands for the total energy density
of radiation and DM, n

DR

is the number density of DR
quanta, while n

RJ

represents the low-energy Rayleigh-
Jeans (RJ) tail of the standard CMB Planck distribution,

n
RJ

=
1

⇡2

Z !
max

0

!2d!

exp[!/T ] � 1
' T!2

max

2⇡2

' 0.21x2

max

n
CMB

, h̄ = c = k = 1 units , (2)

where we find it convenient to define the normalized
photon frequency, x ⌘ !/T

CMB

, which is redshift-
independent. In this formula, n

CMB

= 2⇣(3)/⇡2 T 3

CMB

'
0.24T 3

CMB

is the full Planckian number density, while
x

max

= !
max

/T
CMB

is a (somewhat arbitrary) maximum
frequency of the low-energy RJ interval, x

max

⌧ 1. If
for example we take x

max

= 2 ⇥ 10�3, then we find
n

RJ

/n
CMB

' 10�6. It is easy to see that the number
density of DR quanta may indeed significantly exceed
n

RJ

. Saturating the constraint on Neff for the DR that
matches the CMB frequencies with x

max

⇠ 2 ⇥ 10�3, or
alternatively letting ⇠ 5% of DM energy density [11, 12]
be converted to DR in the same frequency range after
the CMB decoupling, we arrive at the maximum number
densities given by

n
DR

 1.5 ⇥ 102 n
CMB

, early DR with �N
e↵

= 0.5 ;

n
DR

 3.3 ⇥ 105 n
CMB

, late decay of 0.05 ⇢
DM

. (3)

Thus, soft DR quanta have a potential to outnumber the
RJ CMB photons by up to ⇠ 11 orders of magnitude.

What are the observational consequence of such soft
and numerous DR? Very light fields often have their in-
teractions enhanced (suppressed) at high (low) energies.
This is the case for neutrinos, that have Fermi-type in-
teractions with atomic constituents, as well as of axions
that have e↵ective dimension 5 interactions with fermions
and gauge bosons. This type of DR would be impossible
or very di�cult to see directly. There is, however, one
class of new fields comprising DR that can manifest their
interactions at low energies and low densities. These are
light vector particles (often called dark photons), A0, that

develop mixing angles with ordinary photons, ✏F 0
µ⌫Fµ⌫

[13]. The apparent number counts of the CMB radiation
can be modified by photon/dark photon oscillations:

dnA

d!
! dnA

d!
⇥ PA!A +

dnA0

d!
⇥ PA0!A , (4)

where PA!A = 1 � PA!A0 is the photon survival prob-
ability, while PA0!A is the probability of A0 ! A oscil-
lation. Previously the constraints on the {mA0 , ✏} pa-
rameter space were derived [14, 15] using COBE-FIRAS
data [16] (that is, considering the depletion of CMB pho-
tons due to the first term in eq. (4)). The point of the
present paper is that the RJ tail of the CMB can get
a significant boost due to the second term in (4) with-
out contradicting the COBE measurement. While the
reliable extraction of the primordial contribution to the
RJ tail is challenging due to significant foregrounds, the
physics of the 21 cm line can provide a useful tool to probe
DR through the apparent modification of the low-energy
tail of the CMB.

The EDGES experiment has recently presented a ten-
tative detection of the 21 cm absorption signal coming
from the interval of redshifts z = 15 � 20 [17]. The
strength of the absorption signal is expected to be pro-
portional to 1 � T

CMB

/Ts [18], where T
CMB

counts the
number of CMB photons interacting with the two-level
hydrogen hyperfine system, and Ts is the spin tempera-
ture. The relevant photon energy is !

0

= 5.9 µeV, and
photons with this energy at the redshift of z = 17 reside
deep within the RJ tail, x

0

⌘ !
0

/T
CMB

= 1.4 ⇥ 10�3.
This corresponds to much lower energy than direct mea-
surements such as COBE-FIRAS, that measures above
x = 0.23 [16], and ARCADE 2, which probes as low
as x = 0.053 (and finds an excess above the CMB pre-
diction) [19]. There are also earlier measurements that
constrain x ⇠ 0.02 � 0.04, although with larger uncer-
tainties [20, 21].

The locations of the left and right boundaries of the
claimed EDGES signal agree rather well with standard
cosmological expectations, but the amount of absorption
seems to indicate a more negative 1� T

CMB

/Ts temper-
ature contrast than expected. Given that the spin tem-
perature Ts cannot drop below the baryon temperature
Tb, a naive interpretation of this result could consist in
lower-than-expected Tb, or higher T

CMB

. Together with
related prior work [22, 23], a number of possible mod-
els were suggested [24–28], most of which have di�culty
to pass other constraints, [29–34]. The mechanism that
we point out, oscillation of non-thermal DR into visible
photons, can accommodate the EDGES result without
being challenged by other constraints. In the rest of this
paper, we provide more details on the suggested mecha-
nism, and identify the region of parameter space where
21 cm physics can provide the most sensitive probe of
DR.
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use surveys at 22 MHZ (Roger et al. 1999), 45 MHz
(Maeda et al. 1999), 408 MHz (Haslam et al. 1981), and
1420 MHz (Reich & Reich 1986) to estimate the Galactic
and extragalactic temperature. As with the ARCADE 2
data, the total Galactic emission is estimated along three
reference lines of sight (north or south Galactic poles
plus the coldest patch in the northern Galactic hemi-
sphere) using both a csc|b| model of the plane-parallel
spatial structure or the measured correlation between ra-
dio emission from each survey and atomic line emission
traced by the Cii survey. The two methods agree well for
the total Galactic emission along each independent line
of sight. The residual remaining after subtracting the
model Galactic emission from the measured radio emis-
sion along each line of sight constitutes an extragalac-
tic background. The scatter in this estimate from the
three independent lines of sight provides an estimate of
the uncertainty in the background temperature. Uncer-
tainties in the gain and offset for each survey contribute
additional sources of uncertainty, which are combined in
quadrature. Table 4 summarizes the extragalactic tem-
perature derived from the ARCADE 2 data and lower-
frequency radio surveys. The largest uncertainty in the
low frequency data is the gain uncertainty, but the un-
certainty in table 4 also includes the offset uncertainty
and the uncertainty in the Galaxy subtraction added in
quadrature.

Frequency Temperature Uncertainty
Source GHz K K
Roger 0.022 21200 5125
Maeda 0.045 4355 520
Haslam 0.408 16.24 3.4
Reich 1.42 3.213 .53
ARCADE 2 3.20 2.792 0.010
ARCADE 2 3.41 2.771 0.009
ARCADE 2 7.97 2.765 0.014
ARCADE 2 8.33 2.741 0.016
ARCADE 2 9.72 2.732 0.006
ARCADE 2 10.49 2.732 0.006
ARCADE 2 29.5 2.529 0.155
ARCADE 2 31 2.573 0.076
ARCADE 2 90 2.706 0.019

TABLE 4
Data used in the determination of the CMB and low

frequency rise estimates. The ARCADE 2 final
measurements are listed here along with their

uncertainties. The low frequency measurements are
antenna temperature while the ARCADE 2 results are

thermodynamic temperature.

Inclusion of low-frequency radio surveys allows unam-
biguous characterization of the excess signal in the AR-
CADE 2 data. The data from Table 4 are fit to the form

T (ν) = T0 + TR(ν/ν0)
β (6)

where T0 is the CMB thermodynamic temperature and
TR is the normalization for a radio background. The
radio background is expressed in units of antenna tem-
perature, related to the thermodynamic temperature T
by

TA = Tx/(ex − 1), (7)

where x = hν/kT , h is Planck’s constant, and k is
Boltzmann’s constant. We obtain best-fit values T0 =

Fig. 5.— The excess antenna temperature as a function of fre-
quency. The line is the best fit line with a -2.62 index. Diamonds
are low frequency points from the literature. Squares are AR-
CADE 2 data. The 30 GHz data point is included in the fit but
since its excess temperature comes out negative it does not appear
on the plot. The 90 GHz error bar just appears at the lower right
corner of the plot.

2.729±0.004 K, TR = 1.19±0.14 K and β = −2.62±0.04
for reference frequency ν0 = 1 GHz with χ2 = 14.5
for 10 DOF. Figure 5 shows the radio background after
subtracting off the best-fit CMB temperature. The AR-
CADE 2 data are in excellent agreement with the radio
background derived from the low-frequency surveys.

7. DISCUSSION

Data Sets TR(K) Index T0(K) χ2/DOF
LF+ARC+FR 1.26 ± 0.09 −2.60 ± 0.04 2.725 ± 0.001 15.5/11
LF+ARC 1.26 ± 0.09 −2.62 ± 0.04 2.729 ± 0.004 14.5/10
LF+FR 1.44 ± 0.41 −2.56 ± 0.10 2.725 ± 0.001 1.0/2
ARC+FR 1.24 ± 0.15 −2.60 2.725 ± 0.001 14.2/8
LF 1.48 ± 0.53 −2.55 ± 0.10 2.6 ± 0.6 1.0/1
ARC 1.13 ± 0.19 −2.60 2.730 ± 0.004 13.0/7

TABLE 5
Various combinations of low frequency data (LF),

ARCADE 2 data (ARC), and FIRAS data (FR) are used to
determine the radio background and the temperature of
the CMB. The FIRAS data is treated as a single point

with an effective frequency of 250 GHz.

The ARCADE 2 measurement of the CMB tempera-
ture is in excellent agreement with the FIRAS measure-
ment at higher frequencies. The double-nulled design
and novel open-aperture cryogenic optics demonstrate
significant improvements in both calibration accuracy
and control of systematic errors compared to previous
measurements at these frequencies. With only two hours
of balloon flight observations, ARCADE 2 approaches
the absolute accuracy of long-duration space missions.

The absolute temperature scale for ARCADE 2 is set
by the calibration of thermometers embedded in the ex-
ternal blackbody calibrator, and is cross-checked using
observations of the superfluid transition in liquid helium.
The largest uncertainties in the ARCADE 2 measure-
ments result from thermal gradients within the black-

•ARCADE 2, 0901.0555
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We do not have an independent probe of primordial part of the 
spectrum x ~ 10-3, as it is fully covered by radio excess.



Interpretation of observation
• (Figures from Furlanetto et al, 2006, Phys. Rep.)

Fig. 6. (a): IGM temperature evolution if only adiabatic cooling and Compton
heating are involved. The spin temperature TS includes only collisional coupling.
(b): Differential brightness temperature against the CMB for TS shown in panel a.

computed exactly for any given temperature history from the rate coefficients
presented in §2.2. A convenient estimate of their importance is the critical
overdensity, δcoll, at which xc = 1:

1 + δcoll = 1.06

!

κ10(88 K)

κ10(TK)

"

#

0.023

Ωbh2

$ #

70

1 + z

$2

, (67)

where we have inserted the expected temperature at 1 + z = 70. Thus for
redshifts z ! 70, TS → Tγ; by z ∼ 30 the IGM essentially becomes invisible.
It is worth emphasizing that κ10 is extremely sensitive to TK in this regime
(see Fig. 2). If the universe is somehow heated above the fiducial value, the
threshold density can remain modest: δcoll ≈ 1 at z = 40 if TK = 300 K. The
solid line in Figure 6a shows the spin temperature TS during the dark ages,
and Figure 6b shows the corresponding brightness temperature. The signal
peaks (in absorption) at z ∼ 80, where TK is small but collisional coupling
still efficient. Because of the simple physics involved in Figure 6, the 21 cm
line offers a sensitive probe of the dark ages [2], at least in principle.

47

Fig. 7. Global IGM histories for Pop II stars. The solid curves take our fiducial
parameters without feedback. The dot-dashed curve takes fX = 0.2. The short- and
long-dashed curves include strong photoheating feedback. (a): Thermal properties.
(b): Ionized fraction. (c): Differential brightness temperature against the CMB. In
this panel, the two dotted lines show δTb without including shock heating. From
[270].

easier to isolate the effects of the ionization field. Significant absorption during
reionization becomes more plausible for very massive Pop III stars, because
they have much larger ionizing efficiencies (although their remnants may also
induce correspondingly large X-ray heating).

3.5.2 Some Example Histories

We will now use some representative models chosen from [270] to illustrate
these qualitative features in a more concrete fashion (see also [133, 135, 168]).
We begin with a fiducial set of Pop II parameters. We ignore feedback (of
all kinds) and take mmin to correspond to Tvir = 104 K, f⋆ = 0.1, fesc = 0.1,
fX = 1, Nion = 4000, and Nα = 9690. (Thus ζ = 40 for this model.) Figure 7a
shows the resulting temperature history. The dotted curve is Tγ, the thin solid
curve is TK , and the thick solid curve is TS. As expected from equation (88),
in this case we do indeed find that zc > zh; specifically, zc ≈ 18 and zh ≈ 14.
Clearly Lyα coupling is extremely efficient for normal stars.

The solid curve in Figure 7b shows the corresponding ionization history, with
the clumping factor computed following [10] (which assumes that the lowest
density regions are ionized first). It increases smoothly and rapidly over a
redshift interval of ∆z ∼ 5, ending at zr ∼ 7. That is of course purely a
function of our choice for ζ , but other values do not strongly affect the width.

Figure 7c shows the corresponding 21 cm brightness temperature decrement
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Less naïve: first stars produce 
Lyman a photons that recouple spin 
and baryonic temperatures. Later –
gas is heated and absorption 
switches to emission.  

Naïve picture

The most important point is that Ts cannot drop below baryonic TK !



EDGES result: too strong? 
• The brightness of absorption/emission line: 

• Notice that these are all measured cosmological parameters, except 
the spin temperature, but it cannot drop below baryonic temperature!

• EDGES (and everyone else) expected their result to be between -0.3 
and 0 K. They got  –0.6 K.

• The result is obviously important – first claimed detection of cosmic 
21 cm. Moreover, if they are right about the strength of the coupling it 
is nothing but revolutionary, as “normal” LCDM cannot provide it.  
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observations using restricted spectral bands yield nearly identical 
best-fitting absorption profiles, with the highest signal-to-noise ratio 
reaching 52. In Fig. 2 we show representative cases of these fits.

We performed numerous hardware and processing tests to validate 
the detection. The 21-cm absorption profile is observed in data that 
span nearly two years and can be extracted at all local solar times and 
at all local sidereal times. It is detected by two identically designed 
instruments operated at the same site and located 150 m apart, and 
even after several hardware modifications to the instruments, includ-
ing orthogonal orientations of one of the antennas. Similar results for 
the absorption profile are obtained by using two independent pro-
cessing pipelines, which we tested using simulated data. The profile is 
detected using data processed via two different calibration techniques:  
absolute calibration and an additional differencing-based post- 
calibration process that reduces some possible instrumental errors. It 
is also detected using several sets of calibration solutions derived from 
 multiple laboratory measurements of the receivers and using  multiple 
on-site measurements of the reflection coefficients of the antennas. 
We modelled the sensitivity of the detection to several possible  
calibration errors and in all cases recovered profile amplitudes that 
are within the reported confidence range, as summarized in Table 1.  
An EDGES high-band instrument operates between 90 MHz and 
200 MHz at the same site using a nearly identical receiver and a scaled 
version of the low-band antennas. It does not produce a similar  feature 
at the scaled frequencies4. Analysis of radio-frequency interference 
in the observations, including in the FM radio band, shows that  
the absorption profile is inconsistent with typical spectral contribu-
tions from these sources.

We are not aware of any alternative astronomical or atmospheric 
mechanisms that are capable of producing the observed profile. H ii 
regions in the Galaxy have increasing optical depth with wavelength, 
blocking more background emission at lower frequencies, but they 
are observed primarily along the Galactic plane and generate mono-
tonic spectral profiles at the observed frequencies. Radio-frequency 
recombination lines in the Galactic plane create a ‘picket fence’ of 
narrow absorption lines separated by approximately 0.5 MHz at the 
observed frequencies5, but these lines are easy to identify and filter 
in the EDGES observations. The Earth’s ionosphere weakly absorbs 
radio signals at the observed frequencies and emits thermal radiation 
from hot electrons, but models and observations imply a broadband 
effect that varies depending on the ionospheric conditions6,7, including 
diurnal changes in the total electron content. This effect is fitted by 
our foreground model. Molecules of the hydroxyl radical and nitric 
oxide have spectral lines in the observed band and are present in the 
atmosphere, but the densities and line strengths are too low to produce 
substantial absorption.

The 21-cm line has a rest-frame frequency of 1,420 MHz. Expansion 
of the Universe redshifts the line to the observed band according to 
ν =  1,420/(1 +  z) MHz, where z is the redshift, which maps uniquely 
to the age of the Universe. The observed absorption profile is the con-
tinuous superposition of lines from gas across the observed redshift 
range and cosmological volume; hence, the shape of the profile traces 
the history of the gas across cosmic time and is not the result of the 

properties of an individual cloud. The observed absorption profile is 
centred at z ≈  17 and spans approximately 20 >  z >  15.

The intensity of the observable 21-cm signal from the early 
Universe is given as a brightness temperature relative to the micro-
wave background8:
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where xHi is the fraction of neutral hydrogen, Ωm and Ωb are the matter 
and baryon densities, respectively, in units of the critical density for a 
flat universe, h is the Hubble constant in units of 100 km s−1 Mpc−1, 
TR is the temperature of the background radiation, usually assumed to 
be from the background produced by the afterglow of the Big Bang, 
TS is the 21-cm spin temperature that defines the relative population 
of the hyperfine energy levels, and the factor of 0.023 K comes from 
atomic-line physics and the average gas density. The spin temperature 
is affected by the absorption of microwave photons, which couples TS 
to TR, as well as by resonant scattering of Lyman-α  photons and atomic 
collisions, both of which couple TS to the kinetic temperature of the 
gas TG.

The temperatures of the gas and the background radiation are 
 coupled in the early Universe through Compton scattering. This 
 coupling becomes ineffective in numerical models9,10 at z ≈  150, 
after which primordial gas cools adiabatically. In the absence of 
stars or non-standard physics, the gas temperature is expected to be 
9.3 K at z =  20, falling to 5.4 K at z =  15. The radiation temperature 
decreases more slowly owing to cosmological expansion, following 
T0(1 + z) with T0 =  2.725, and so is 57.2 K and 43.6 K at the same  
redshifts,  respectively. The spin temperature is initially coupled to the 
gas temperature as the gas cools below the radiation temperature, but 
eventually the decreasing density of the gas is insufficient to main-
tain this coupling and the spin temperature returns to the radiation 
temperature.
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Figure 2 | Best-fitting 21-cm absorption profiles for each hardware case. 
Each profile for the brightness temperature T21 is added to its residuals and 
plotted against the redshift z and the corresponding age of the Universe. 
The thick black line is the model fit for the hardware and analysis 
configuration with the highest signal-to-noise ratio (equal to 52; H2;  
see Methods), processed using 60–99 MHz and a four-term polynomial 
(see equation (2) in Methods) for the foreground model. The thin solid 
lines are the best fits from each of the other hardware configurations  
(H1, H3–H6). The dash-dotted line (P8), which extends to z >  26, is 
reproduced from Fig. 1e and uses the same data as for the thick black line 
(H2), but a different foreground model and the full frequency band.

Table 1 | Sensitivity to possible calibration errors

Error source
Estimated  
uncertainty

Modelled 
error level

Recovered  
amplitude (K)

LNA S11 magnitude 0.1 dB 1.0 dB 0.51
LNA S11 phase (delay) 20 ps 100 ps 0.48
Antenna S11 magnitude 0.02 dB 0.2 dB 0.50
Antenna S11 phase (delay) 20 ps 100 ps 0.48
No loss correction N/A N/A 0.51
No beam correction N/A N/A 0.48

The estimated uncertainty for each case is based on empirical values from laboratory 
 measurements and repeatability tests. Modelled error levels were chosen conservatively to 
be five and ten times larger than the estimated uncertainties for the phases and magnitudes, 
 respectively. LNA, low-noise amplifier; S11, input reflection coefficient; N/A, not applicable.

© 2018 Macmillan Publishers Limited, part of Springer Nature. All rights reserved.



Speculations aimed to explain EDGES
“DM does it to me”? But it cannot be “normal” WIMP or axion with the 
interactions that are too weak. 

• Approach 1: Cool the baryonic kinetic temperature even more. 

• Approach 2: Make more photons that can mediate F=0, F=1 
transitions prior to z=20. (That would raise “effective” TCMB at the IR 
(or we call it RJ) tail). I.e. need a specific IR distortion of the CMB. 
Almost impossible to arrange due to DM decay straight into photons.



Millicharge explanations are very 
constrained

• CMB and BBN constrains

• Direct experimental constraints

• Energy injection constraints

• Direct detection constraints (?)

• Astrophysics constraint

Kovetz et al, 2018

However, 10 MeV mass, 10-4-10-5

charge and 1% abundance is not yet 
excluded. Constraints can be further 
relaxed if main part of DM is also 
light, and strongly coupled to MCPs. 
(H. Liu et al, 2019)



Making more IR photons
• Step 1: Early (z > 20) decays (either of DM or of another DR species) 

create a nonthermal population of DR dark photons A’. Typical 
multiplicities are larger than nRJ. 

• Step 2: Dark photons can oscillate to normal photons. At some 
redshift zres, a resonant conversion of A’àA occurs. This happens 
when plasma frequency becomes equal to mA’ . 

• Step 3: Enhanced number of RJ quanta are available in the z = 15-20 
window, making a deeper than expected absorption signal. 

New Physics in the Rayleigh-Jeans Tail of the CMB
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We show that despite stringent constraints on the shape of the main part of the CMB spectrum,
there is considerable room for its modification within its Rayleigh-Jeans (RJ) end, ! ⌧ T

CMB

. We
construct explicit New Physics models that give an order one (or larger) increase of power in the RJ
tail, which can be tested by existing and upcoming experiments aiming to detect the cosmological
21 cm emission/absorption signal. This class of models stipulates the decay of unstable particles to
dark photons, A0, that have a small mass, mA0 ⇠ 10�14 � 10�9 eV, non-vanishing mixing angle ✏

with electromagnetism, and energies much smaller than T

CMB

. The non-thermal number density
of dark photons can be many orders of magnitude above the number density of CMB photons, and
even a small probability of A0 ! A oscillations, going down to values of the mixing as small as
✏ ⇠ 10�9, can significantly increase the number of RJ photons. In particular, we show that resonant
oscillations of dark photons into regular photons in the interval of redshifts 20 < z < 1700 can be
invoked as an explanation of the recent tentative observation of a stronger-than-expected absorption
signal of 21 cm photons. We present a model that realizes this possibility, where milli-eV mass dark
matter decays to dark photons, with a lifetime longer than the age of the Universe.

Introduction: Modern cosmology owes much of its
advance to precision observations of the Cosmic Mi-
crowave Background (CMB). By now, both the spectrum
of the CMB and its angular anisotropies are precisely
measured by a number of landmark experiments [1–3].
CMB physics continues its advance [4] into probing both
the standard ⇤CDM model to higher precision and pos-
sible New Physics that can manifest itself in small devia-
tions from theoretical expectations. In addition, a qual-
itatively new cosmological probe, the physics of 21 cm
emission/absorption at the end of the “dark ages,” may
come into play in the very near future [5].

Cosmology has been a vital tool for learning about
physics beyond the Standard Model (SM). In partic-
ular, we know that about a quarter of our Universe’s
energy budget is comprised of cold Dark Matter (DM),
which probably cannot be identified with any known par-
ticles or fields. The precision tools of cosmology, on the
other hand, provide serious constraints on the properties
of DM, which instead of coming “alone,” may be a part
of an extended dark sector, comprising new matter and
radiation fields, and potentially new forces. Recent years
have seen a significant increase in studies of dark sectors,
both in connection with terrestrial experiments, and in
cosmological settings [6–8]. Both the spectral shape and
angular anisotropies of the CMB radiation significantly
restrict the amount of additional energy that dark sectors
can deposit into the SM bath, as a function of injection
time.

If such light fields are thermally excited, they can be
detected through their gravitational interaction alone, as

z
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a ! A0A0
<latexit sha1_base64="ooUM0GBFu4zyV/Og/UeLec9j2s4=">AAACNnicbVC7TgJBFJ3FF+ILtbSZSIgWhuwaE7VDbSwxESEBQmaHC0yYfWTmLkI2fIFfY6l+iZWVsbW3cYAtFDiZSU7OuXfm5LihFBpt+91KLS2vrK6l1zMbm1vbO9ndvQcdRIpDmQcyUFWXaZDChzIKlFANFTDPlVBxezdjv9IHpUXg3+MwhIbHOr5oC87QSM1svo4wwMk7sSsjGMWM1pXodJEpFTzSqyNzRs1szi7YE9B54iQkRxKUmtmfeivgkQc+csm0rjl2iI2YKRRcwihTjzSEjPdYB2qG+swD3YgnMUY0b5QWbQfKXB/pRP27ETNP66HnmkmPYVfPemNxkVeLsH3RiIUfRgg+n37UjiTFgI67oS2hgKMcGsK4EiYr5V2mGEfT4MLMJ62+CHUSfzDNnzFtObPdzJPyaeGy4Nyd5YrXSW1pckAOyTFxyDkpkltSImXCyRN5Jq/kzXqxPqxP62s6mrKSnX3yD9b3L32irYI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ooUM0GBFu4zyV/Og/UeLec9j2s4=">AAACNnicbVC7TgJBFJ3FF+ILtbSZSIgWhuwaE7VDbSwxESEBQmaHC0yYfWTmLkI2fIFfY6l+iZWVsbW3cYAtFDiZSU7OuXfm5LihFBpt+91KLS2vrK6l1zMbm1vbO9ndvQcdRIpDmQcyUFWXaZDChzIKlFANFTDPlVBxezdjv9IHpUXg3+MwhIbHOr5oC87QSM1svo4wwMk7sSsjGMWM1pXodJEpFTzSqyNzRs1szi7YE9B54iQkRxKUmtmfeivgkQc+csm0rjl2iI2YKRRcwihTjzSEjPdYB2qG+swD3YgnMUY0b5QWbQfKXB/pRP27ETNP66HnmkmPYVfPemNxkVeLsH3RiIUfRgg+n37UjiTFgI67oS2hgKMcGsK4EiYr5V2mGEfT4MLMJ62+CHUSfzDNnzFtObPdzJPyaeGy4Nyd5YrXSW1pckAOyTFxyDkpkltSImXCyRN5Jq/kzXqxPqxP62s6mrKSnX3yD9b3L32irYI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ooUM0GBFu4zyV/Og/UeLec9j2s4=">AAACNnicbVC7TgJBFJ3FF+ILtbSZSIgWhuwaE7VDbSwxESEBQmaHC0yYfWTmLkI2fIFfY6l+iZWVsbW3cYAtFDiZSU7OuXfm5LihFBpt+91KLS2vrK6l1zMbm1vbO9ndvQcdRIpDmQcyUFWXaZDChzIKlFANFTDPlVBxezdjv9IHpUXg3+MwhIbHOr5oC87QSM1svo4wwMk7sSsjGMWM1pXodJEpFTzSqyNzRs1szi7YE9B54iQkRxKUmtmfeivgkQc+csm0rjl2iI2YKRRcwihTjzSEjPdYB2qG+swD3YgnMUY0b5QWbQfKXB/pRP27ETNP66HnmkmPYVfPemNxkVeLsH3RiIUfRgg+n37UjiTFgI67oS2hgKMcGsK4EiYr5V2mGEfT4MLMJ62+CHUSfzDNnzFtObPdzJPyaeGy4Nyd5YrXSW1pckAOyTFxyDkpkltSImXCyRN5Jq/kzXqxPqxP62s6mrKSnX3yD9b3L32irYI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ooUM0GBFu4zyV/Og/UeLec9j2s4=">AAACNnicbVC7TgJBFJ3FF+ILtbSZSIgWhuwaE7VDbSwxESEBQmaHC0yYfWTmLkI2fIFfY6l+iZWVsbW3cYAtFDiZSU7OuXfm5LihFBpt+91KLS2vrK6l1zMbm1vbO9ndvQcdRIpDmQcyUFWXaZDChzIKlFANFTDPlVBxezdjv9IHpUXg3+MwhIbHOr5oC87QSM1svo4wwMk7sSsjGMWM1pXodJEpFTzSqyNzRs1szi7YE9B54iQkRxKUmtmfeivgkQc+csm0rjl2iI2YKRRcwihTjzSEjPdYB2qG+swD3YgnMUY0b5QWbQfKXB/pRP27ETNP66HnmkmPYVfPemNxkVeLsH3RiIUfRgg+n37UjiTFgI67oS2hgKMcGsK4EiYr5V2mGEfT4MLMJ62+CHUSfzDNnzFtObPdzJPyaeGy4Nyd5YrXSW1pckAOyTFxyDkpkltSImXCyRN5Jq/kzXqxPqxP62s6mrKSnX3yD9b3L32irYI=</latexit>

A
0
!

A
<latexit sha1_base64="JZxUbIcfQlA15lhXA9rxjW9YCUo=">AAACM3icbVC7SgNBFJ31GeNr1dJmSBAtJOyKoHaJNpYRjAkkS5idnSRDZh/M3I0JS3q/xlL9FcFKbP0CGyebLTTJgYHDOffeORw3ElyBZb0bS8srq2vruY385tb2zq65t/+gwlhSVqOhCGXDJYoJHrAacBCsEUlGfFewutu/mfj1AZOKh8E9jCLm+KQb8A6nBLTUNgstYENI7yRVEfvjpHKMW5J3e0CkDB9xZdw2i1bJSoHniZ2RIspQbZs/LS+ksc8CoIIo1bStCJyESOBUsHG+FSsWEdonXdbUNCA+U06SZhjjI614uBNK/QLAqfp3IyG+UiPf1ZM+gZ6a9SbiIq8ZQ+fSSXgQxcACOv2oEwsMIZ4Ugz0uGQUx0oRQyXVWTHtEEgq6voWZT70Bj1QWfzjNn9dt2bPdzJPaWemqZN+dF8vXWW05dIgK6ATZ6AKV0S2qohqi6Ak9o1f0ZrwYH8an8TUdXTKynQP0D8b3L7WDrLI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JZxUbIcfQlA15lhXA9rxjW9YCUo=">AAACM3icbVC7SgNBFJ31GeNr1dJmSBAtJOyKoHaJNpYRjAkkS5idnSRDZh/M3I0JS3q/xlL9FcFKbP0CGyebLTTJgYHDOffeORw3ElyBZb0bS8srq2vruY385tb2zq65t/+gwlhSVqOhCGXDJYoJHrAacBCsEUlGfFewutu/mfj1AZOKh8E9jCLm+KQb8A6nBLTUNgstYENI7yRVEfvjpHKMW5J3e0CkDB9xZdw2i1bJSoHniZ2RIspQbZs/LS+ksc8CoIIo1bStCJyESOBUsHG+FSsWEdonXdbUNCA+U06SZhjjI614uBNK/QLAqfp3IyG+UiPf1ZM+gZ6a9SbiIq8ZQ+fSSXgQxcACOv2oEwsMIZ4Ugz0uGQUx0oRQyXVWTHtEEgq6voWZT70Bj1QWfzjNn9dt2bPdzJPaWemqZN+dF8vXWW05dIgK6ATZ6AKV0S2qohqi6Ak9o1f0ZrwYH8an8TUdXTKynQP0D8b3L7WDrLI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JZxUbIcfQlA15lhXA9rxjW9YCUo=">AAACM3icbVC7SgNBFJ31GeNr1dJmSBAtJOyKoHaJNpYRjAkkS5idnSRDZh/M3I0JS3q/xlL9FcFKbP0CGyebLTTJgYHDOffeORw3ElyBZb0bS8srq2vruY385tb2zq65t/+gwlhSVqOhCGXDJYoJHrAacBCsEUlGfFewutu/mfj1AZOKh8E9jCLm+KQb8A6nBLTUNgstYENI7yRVEfvjpHKMW5J3e0CkDB9xZdw2i1bJSoHniZ2RIspQbZs/LS+ksc8CoIIo1bStCJyESOBUsHG+FSsWEdonXdbUNCA+U06SZhjjI614uBNK/QLAqfp3IyG+UiPf1ZM+gZ6a9SbiIq8ZQ+fSSXgQxcACOv2oEwsMIZ4Ugz0uGQUx0oRQyXVWTHtEEgq6voWZT70Bj1QWfzjNn9dt2bPdzJPaWemqZN+dF8vXWW05dIgK6ATZ6AKV0S2qohqi6Ak9o1f0ZrwYH8an8TUdXTKynQP0D8b3L7WDrLI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JZxUbIcfQlA15lhXA9rxjW9YCUo=">AAACM3icbVC7SgNBFJ31GeNr1dJmSBAtJOyKoHaJNpYRjAkkS5idnSRDZh/M3I0JS3q/xlL9FcFKbP0CGyebLTTJgYHDOffeORw3ElyBZb0bS8srq2vruY385tb2zq65t/+gwlhSVqOhCGXDJYoJHrAacBCsEUlGfFewutu/mfj1AZOKh8E9jCLm+KQb8A6nBLTUNgstYENI7yRVEfvjpHKMW5J3e0CkDB9xZdw2i1bJSoHniZ2RIspQbZs/LS+ksc8CoIIo1bStCJyESOBUsHG+FSsWEdonXdbUNCA+U06SZhjjI614uBNK/QLAqfp3IyG+UiPf1ZM+gZ6a9SbiIq8ZQ+fSSXgQxcACOv2oEwsMIZ4Ugz0uGQUx0oRQyXVWTHtEEgq6voWZT70Bj1QWfzjNn9dt2bPdzJPaWemqZN+dF8vXWW05dIgK6ATZ6AKV0S2qohqi6Ak9o1f0ZrwYH8an8TUdXTKynQP0D8b3L7WDrLI=</latexit>

ACMB
<latexit sha1_base64="FFZUw6VNnVR+H0kqh84tkoeIUHI=">AAACMXicbVBNSwMxFMzW7/pV9eglWAQPUnZFUG9VQb0IClaFtpRs+tqGZrNL8lYsy179NR7V/6In8epP8GLa7kHbDgSGmfdehvEjKQy67ruTm5qemZ2bX8gvLi2vrBbW1m9NGGsOFR7KUN/7zIAUCiooUMJ9pIEFvoQ7v3va9+8eQBsRqhvsRVAPWFuJluAMrdQo0BrCIw7uJGehBoPnGkClyXEjOb08SdNGoeiW3AHoOPEyUiQZrhqFn1oz5HEACrlkxlQ9N8J6wjQKLiHN12IDEeNd1oaqpYoFYOrJIEFKt63SpK1Q26eQDtS/GwkLjOkFvp0MGHbMqNcXJ3nVGFuH9USoKEZQfPhRK5YUQ9qvhTaFBo6yZwnjWtislHeYZhxteRMz7zYfRGSy+I/D/HnbljfazTip7JWOSt71frF8ktU2TzbJFtkhHjkgZXJBrkiFcPJEnskreXNenA/n0/kajuacbGeD/IPz/Qu4B6xA</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FFZUw6VNnVR+H0kqh84tkoeIUHI=">AAACMXicbVBNSwMxFMzW7/pV9eglWAQPUnZFUG9VQb0IClaFtpRs+tqGZrNL8lYsy179NR7V/6In8epP8GLa7kHbDgSGmfdehvEjKQy67ruTm5qemZ2bX8gvLi2vrBbW1m9NGGsOFR7KUN/7zIAUCiooUMJ9pIEFvoQ7v3va9+8eQBsRqhvsRVAPWFuJluAMrdQo0BrCIw7uJGehBoPnGkClyXEjOb08SdNGoeiW3AHoOPEyUiQZrhqFn1oz5HEACrlkxlQ9N8J6wjQKLiHN12IDEeNd1oaqpYoFYOrJIEFKt63SpK1Q26eQDtS/GwkLjOkFvp0MGHbMqNcXJ3nVGFuH9USoKEZQfPhRK5YUQ9qvhTaFBo6yZwnjWtislHeYZhxteRMz7zYfRGSy+I/D/HnbljfazTip7JWOSt71frF8ktU2TzbJFtkhHjkgZXJBrkiFcPJEnskreXNenA/n0/kajuacbGeD/IPz/Qu4B6xA</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FFZUw6VNnVR+H0kqh84tkoeIUHI=">AAACMXicbVBNSwMxFMzW7/pV9eglWAQPUnZFUG9VQb0IClaFtpRs+tqGZrNL8lYsy179NR7V/6In8epP8GLa7kHbDgSGmfdehvEjKQy67ruTm5qemZ2bX8gvLi2vrBbW1m9NGGsOFR7KUN/7zIAUCiooUMJ9pIEFvoQ7v3va9+8eQBsRqhvsRVAPWFuJluAMrdQo0BrCIw7uJGehBoPnGkClyXEjOb08SdNGoeiW3AHoOPEyUiQZrhqFn1oz5HEACrlkxlQ9N8J6wjQKLiHN12IDEeNd1oaqpYoFYOrJIEFKt63SpK1Q26eQDtS/GwkLjOkFvp0MGHbMqNcXJ3nVGFuH9USoKEZQfPhRK5YUQ9qvhTaFBo6yZwnjWtislHeYZhxteRMz7zYfRGSy+I/D/HnbljfazTip7JWOSt71frF8ktU2TzbJFtkhHjkgZXJBrkiFcPJEnskreXNenA/n0/kajuacbGeD/IPz/Qu4B6xA</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FFZUw6VNnVR+H0kqh84tkoeIUHI=">AAACMXicbVBNSwMxFMzW7/pV9eglWAQPUnZFUG9VQb0IClaFtpRs+tqGZrNL8lYsy179NR7V/6In8epP8GLa7kHbDgSGmfdehvEjKQy67ruTm5qemZ2bX8gvLi2vrBbW1m9NGGsOFR7KUN/7zIAUCiooUMJ9pIEFvoQ7v3va9+8eQBsRqhvsRVAPWFuJluAMrdQo0BrCIw7uJGehBoPnGkClyXEjOb08SdNGoeiW3AHoOPEyUiQZrhqFn1oz5HEACrlkxlQ9N8J6wjQKLiHN12IDEeNd1oaqpYoFYOrJIEFKt63SpK1Q26eQDtS/GwkLjOkFvp0MGHbMqNcXJ3nVGFuH9USoKEZQfPhRK5YUQ9qvhTaFBo6yZwnjWtislHeYZhxteRMz7zYfRGSy+I/D/HnbljfazTip7JWOSt71frF8ktU2TzbJFtkhHjkgZXJBrkiFcPJEnskreXNenA/n0/kajuacbGeD/IPz/Qu4B6xA</latexit>

A
<latexit sha1_base64="2mNubSw8PCIGRzQRugo7tCylolQ=">AAACI3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV69JNsAgupCQiqLuqG5cVjC20pUwmt+3QyYOZm9IS8isu1Y9xJW5c+CVunLZZaNsDA4dz7p17OF4suELb/jJWVtfWNzYLW8Xtnd29ffOg9KSiRDJwWSQi2fCoAsFDcJGjgEYsgQaegLo3uJv49SFIxaPwEccxtAPaC3mXM4pa6pilFsIIp/+kEvwsvck6Ztmu2FNYi8TJSZnkqHXMn5YfsSSAEJmgSjUdO8Z2SiVyJiArthIFMWUD2oOmpiENQLXT6c3MOtGKb3UjqV+I1lT9u5HSQKlx4OnJgGJfzXsTcZnXTLB71U55GCcIIZsd6ibCwsiaFGH5XAJDMdaEMsl1Vov1qaQMdV1LM5/5Qx6rPP5olr+o23Lmu1kk7nnluuI8XJSrt3ltBXJEjskpccglqZJ7UiMuYWREnskreTNejHfjw/icja4Y+c4h+Qfj+xc6+aZi</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2mNubSw8PCIGRzQRugo7tCylolQ=">AAACI3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV69JNsAgupCQiqLuqG5cVjC20pUwmt+3QyYOZm9IS8isu1Y9xJW5c+CVunLZZaNsDA4dz7p17OF4suELb/jJWVtfWNzYLW8Xtnd29ffOg9KSiRDJwWSQi2fCoAsFDcJGjgEYsgQaegLo3uJv49SFIxaPwEccxtAPaC3mXM4pa6pilFsIIp/+kEvwsvck6Ztmu2FNYi8TJSZnkqHXMn5YfsSSAEJmgSjUdO8Z2SiVyJiArthIFMWUD2oOmpiENQLXT6c3MOtGKb3UjqV+I1lT9u5HSQKlx4OnJgGJfzXsTcZnXTLB71U55GCcIIZsd6ibCwsiaFGH5XAJDMdaEMsl1Vov1qaQMdV1LM5/5Qx6rPP5olr+o23Lmu1kk7nnluuI8XJSrt3ltBXJEjskpccglqZJ7UiMuYWREnskreTNejHfjw/icja4Y+c4h+Qfj+xc6+aZi</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2mNubSw8PCIGRzQRugo7tCylolQ=">AAACI3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV69JNsAgupCQiqLuqG5cVjC20pUwmt+3QyYOZm9IS8isu1Y9xJW5c+CVunLZZaNsDA4dz7p17OF4suELb/jJWVtfWNzYLW8Xtnd29ffOg9KSiRDJwWSQi2fCoAsFDcJGjgEYsgQaegLo3uJv49SFIxaPwEccxtAPaC3mXM4pa6pilFsIIp/+kEvwsvck6Ztmu2FNYi8TJSZnkqHXMn5YfsSSAEJmgSjUdO8Z2SiVyJiArthIFMWUD2oOmpiENQLXT6c3MOtGKb3UjqV+I1lT9u5HSQKlx4OnJgGJfzXsTcZnXTLB71U55GCcIIZsd6ibCwsiaFGH5XAJDMdaEMsl1Vov1qaQMdV1LM5/5Qx6rPP5olr+o23Lmu1kk7nnluuI8XJSrt3ltBXJEjskpccglqZJ7UiMuYWREnskreTNejHfjw/icja4Y+c4h+Qfj+xc6+aZi</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2mNubSw8PCIGRzQRugo7tCylolQ=">AAACI3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV69JNsAgupCQiqLuqG5cVjC20pUwmt+3QyYOZm9IS8isu1Y9xJW5c+CVunLZZaNsDA4dz7p17OF4suELb/jJWVtfWNzYLW8Xtnd29ffOg9KSiRDJwWSQi2fCoAsFDcJGjgEYsgQaegLo3uJv49SFIxaPwEccxtAPaC3mXM4pa6pilFsIIp/+kEvwsvck6Ztmu2FNYi8TJSZnkqHXMn5YfsSSAEJmgSjUdO8Z2SiVyJiArthIFMWUD2oOmpiENQLXT6c3MOtGKb3UjqV+I1lT9u5HSQKlx4OnJgGJfzXsTcZnXTLB71U55GCcIIZsd6ibCwsiaFGH5XAJDMdaEMsl1Vov1qaQMdV1LM5/5Qx6rPP5olr+o23Lmu1kk7nnluuI8XJSrt3ltBXJEjskpccglqZJ7UiMuYWREnskreTNejHfjw/icja4Y+c4h+Qfj+xc6+aZi</latexit>

ACMB
<latexit sha1_base64="FFZUw6VNnVR+H0kqh84tkoeIUHI=">AAACMXicbVBNSwMxFMzW7/pV9eglWAQPUnZFUG9VQb0IClaFtpRs+tqGZrNL8lYsy179NR7V/6In8epP8GLa7kHbDgSGmfdehvEjKQy67ruTm5qemZ2bX8gvLi2vrBbW1m9NGGsOFR7KUN/7zIAUCiooUMJ9pIEFvoQ7v3va9+8eQBsRqhvsRVAPWFuJluAMrdQo0BrCIw7uJGehBoPnGkClyXEjOb08SdNGoeiW3AHoOPEyUiQZrhqFn1oz5HEACrlkxlQ9N8J6wjQKLiHN12IDEeNd1oaqpYoFYOrJIEFKt63SpK1Q26eQDtS/GwkLjOkFvp0MGHbMqNcXJ3nVGFuH9USoKEZQfPhRK5YUQ9qvhTaFBo6yZwnjWtislHeYZhxteRMz7zYfRGSy+I/D/HnbljfazTip7JWOSt71frF8ktU2TzbJFtkhHjkgZXJBrkiFcPJEnskreXNenA/n0/kajuacbGeD/IPz/Qu4B6xA</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FFZUw6VNnVR+H0kqh84tkoeIUHI=">AAACMXicbVBNSwMxFMzW7/pV9eglWAQPUnZFUG9VQb0IClaFtpRs+tqGZrNL8lYsy179NR7V/6In8epP8GLa7kHbDgSGmfdehvEjKQy67ruTm5qemZ2bX8gvLi2vrBbW1m9NGGsOFR7KUN/7zIAUCiooUMJ9pIEFvoQ7v3va9+8eQBsRqhvsRVAPWFuJluAMrdQo0BrCIw7uJGehBoPnGkClyXEjOb08SdNGoeiW3AHoOPEyUiQZrhqFn1oz5HEACrlkxlQ9N8J6wjQKLiHN12IDEeNd1oaqpYoFYOrJIEFKt63SpK1Q26eQDtS/GwkLjOkFvp0MGHbMqNcXJ3nVGFuH9USoKEZQfPhRK5YUQ9qvhTaFBo6yZwnjWtislHeYZhxteRMz7zYfRGSy+I/D/HnbljfazTip7JWOSt71frF8ktU2TzbJFtkhHjkgZXJBrkiFcPJEnskreXNenA/n0/kajuacbGeD/IPz/Qu4B6xA</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FFZUw6VNnVR+H0kqh84tkoeIUHI=">AAACMXicbVBNSwMxFMzW7/pV9eglWAQPUnZFUG9VQb0IClaFtpRs+tqGZrNL8lYsy179NR7V/6In8epP8GLa7kHbDgSGmfdehvEjKQy67ruTm5qemZ2bX8gvLi2vrBbW1m9NGGsOFR7KUN/7zIAUCiooUMJ9pIEFvoQ7v3va9+8eQBsRqhvsRVAPWFuJluAMrdQo0BrCIw7uJGehBoPnGkClyXEjOb08SdNGoeiW3AHoOPEyUiQZrhqFn1oz5HEACrlkxlQ9N8J6wjQKLiHN12IDEeNd1oaqpYoFYOrJIEFKt63SpK1Q26eQDtS/GwkLjOkFvp0MGHbMqNcXJ3nVGFuH9USoKEZQfPhRK5YUQ9qvhTaFBo6yZwnjWtislHeYZhxteRMz7zYfRGSy+I/D/HnbljfazTip7JWOSt71frF8ktU2TzbJFtkhHjkgZXJBrkiFcPJEnskreXNenA/n0/kajuacbGeD/IPz/Qu4B6xA</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FFZUw6VNnVR+H0kqh84tkoeIUHI=">AAACMXicbVBNSwMxFMzW7/pV9eglWAQPUnZFUG9VQb0IClaFtpRs+tqGZrNL8lYsy179NR7V/6In8epP8GLa7kHbDgSGmfdehvEjKQy67ruTm5qemZ2bX8gvLi2vrBbW1m9NGGsOFR7KUN/7zIAUCiooUMJ9pIEFvoQ7v3va9+8eQBsRqhvsRVAPWFuJluAMrdQo0BrCIw7uJGehBoPnGkClyXEjOb08SdNGoeiW3AHoOPEyUiQZrhqFn1oz5HEACrlkxlQ9N8J6wjQKLiHN12IDEeNd1oaqpYoFYOrJIEFKt63SpK1Q26eQDtS/GwkLjOkFvp0MGHbMqNcXJ3nVGFuH9USoKEZQfPhRK5YUQ9qvhTaFBo6yZwnjWtislHeYZhxteRMz7zYfRGSy+I/D/HnbljfazTip7JWOSt71frF8ktU2TzbJFtkhHjkgZXJBrkiFcPJEnskreXNenA/n0/kajuacbGeD/IPz/Qu4B6xA</latexit>

A0 ! A
<latexit sha1_base64="IJoDbc12cm/oPrTSJ72yT61ZU54=">AAACMnicbVC7TgJBFJ3FF+ILtbQZJUYLQ3aNidqBNpaYiJAAIbOzF5gw+8jMXYRsqP0aS/VbjJWx9Q9sHGALXyeZ5OSce++cHDeSQqNtv1iZufmFxaXscm5ldW19I7+5davDWHGo8lCGqu4yDVIEUEWBEuqRAua7Empu/3Li1wagtAiDGxxF0PJZNxAdwRkaqZ3fbSIMcXonUeCNk/IBbSrR7SFTKryj5XE7X7CL9hT0L3FSUiApKu38Z9MLeexDgFwyrRuOHWErYQoFlzDONWMNEeN91oWGoQHzQbeSaYQx3TeKRzuhMi9AOlW/byTM13rku2bSZ9jTv72J+J/XiLFz1kpEEMUIAZ991IklxZBOeqGeUMBRjgxhXAmTlfIeU4yjae/fzEfeQEQ6jT+c5c+Ztpzf3fwl1ePiedG5PimULtLasmSH7JFD4pBTUiJXpEKqhJN78kCeyLP1aL1ab9b7bDRjpTvb5Aesjy/dfaxF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IJoDbc12cm/oPrTSJ72yT61ZU54=">AAACMnicbVC7TgJBFJ3FF+ILtbQZJUYLQ3aNidqBNpaYiJAAIbOzF5gw+8jMXYRsqP0aS/VbjJWx9Q9sHGALXyeZ5OSce++cHDeSQqNtv1iZufmFxaXscm5ldW19I7+5davDWHGo8lCGqu4yDVIEUEWBEuqRAua7Empu/3Li1wagtAiDGxxF0PJZNxAdwRkaqZ3fbSIMcXonUeCNk/IBbSrR7SFTKryj5XE7X7CL9hT0L3FSUiApKu38Z9MLeexDgFwyrRuOHWErYQoFlzDONWMNEeN91oWGoQHzQbeSaYQx3TeKRzuhMi9AOlW/byTM13rku2bSZ9jTv72J+J/XiLFz1kpEEMUIAZ991IklxZBOeqGeUMBRjgxhXAmTlfIeU4yjae/fzEfeQEQ6jT+c5c+Ztpzf3fwl1ePiedG5PimULtLasmSH7JFD4pBTUiJXpEKqhJN78kCeyLP1aL1ab9b7bDRjpTvb5Aesjy/dfaxF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IJoDbc12cm/oPrTSJ72yT61ZU54=">AAACMnicbVC7TgJBFJ3FF+ILtbQZJUYLQ3aNidqBNpaYiJAAIbOzF5gw+8jMXYRsqP0aS/VbjJWx9Q9sHGALXyeZ5OSce++cHDeSQqNtv1iZufmFxaXscm5ldW19I7+5davDWHGo8lCGqu4yDVIEUEWBEuqRAua7Empu/3Li1wagtAiDGxxF0PJZNxAdwRkaqZ3fbSIMcXonUeCNk/IBbSrR7SFTKryj5XE7X7CL9hT0L3FSUiApKu38Z9MLeexDgFwyrRuOHWErYQoFlzDONWMNEeN91oWGoQHzQbeSaYQx3TeKRzuhMi9AOlW/byTM13rku2bSZ9jTv72J+J/XiLFz1kpEEMUIAZ991IklxZBOeqGeUMBRjgxhXAmTlfIeU4yjae/fzEfeQEQ6jT+c5c+Ztpzf3fwl1ePiedG5PimULtLasmSH7JFD4pBTUiJXpEKqhJN78kCeyLP1aL1ab9b7bDRjpTvb5Aesjy/dfaxF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IJoDbc12cm/oPrTSJ72yT61ZU54=">AAACMnicbVC7TgJBFJ3FF+ILtbQZJUYLQ3aNidqBNpaYiJAAIbOzF5gw+8jMXYRsqP0aS/VbjJWx9Q9sHGALXyeZ5OSce++cHDeSQqNtv1iZufmFxaXscm5ldW19I7+5davDWHGo8lCGqu4yDVIEUEWBEuqRAua7Empu/3Li1wagtAiDGxxF0PJZNxAdwRkaqZ3fbSIMcXonUeCNk/IBbSrR7SFTKryj5XE7X7CL9hT0L3FSUiApKu38Z9MLeexDgFwyrRuOHWErYQoFlzDONWMNEeN91oWGoQHzQbeSaYQx3TeKRzuhMi9AOlW/byTM13rku2bSZ9jTv72J+J/XiLFz1kpEEMUIAZ991IklxZBOeqGeUMBRjgxhXAmTlfIeU4yjae/fzEfeQEQ6jT+c5c+Ztpzf3fwl1ePiedG5PimULtLasmSH7JFD4pBTUiJXpEKqhJN78kCeyLP1aL1ab9b7bDRjpTvb5Aesjy/dfaxF</latexit>

!
<latexit sha1_base64="5G7+B6RrwLkF06Gi5DSJa0I9LaI=">AAACFXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4kDIjgrorunFZwWkL7VAymUwbm8eQZIpl6D+4VD/Glbh17be4MW1noW0PBA7n3Ms9OWHCqDau++0UVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dvfL+QUPLVGHiY8mkaoVIE0YF8Q01jLQSRRAPGWmGg9uJ3xwSpakUD2aUkICjnqAxxchYqdGRnPRQt1xxq+4UcJF4OamAHPVu+acTSZxyIgxmSOu25yYmyJAyFDMyLnVSTRKEB6hH2pYKxIkOsmnaMTyxSgRjqewTBk7VvxsZ4lqPeGgnOTJ9Pe9NxGVeOzXxVZBRkaSGCDw7FKcMGgknX4cRVQQbNrIEYUVtVoj7SCFsbEFLM59FQ5roPP7TLH/JtuXNd7NI/PPqddW7v6jUbvLaiuAIHINT4IFLUAN3oA58gMEjeAav4M15cd6dD+dzNlpw8p1D8A/O1y/yCKBy</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5G7+B6RrwLkF06Gi5DSJa0I9LaI=">AAACFXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4kDIjgrorunFZwWkL7VAymUwbm8eQZIpl6D+4VD/Glbh17be4MW1noW0PBA7n3Ms9OWHCqDau++0UVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dvfL+QUPLVGHiY8mkaoVIE0YF8Q01jLQSRRAPGWmGg9uJ3xwSpakUD2aUkICjnqAxxchYqdGRnPRQt1xxq+4UcJF4OamAHPVu+acTSZxyIgxmSOu25yYmyJAyFDMyLnVSTRKEB6hH2pYKxIkOsmnaMTyxSgRjqewTBk7VvxsZ4lqPeGgnOTJ9Pe9NxGVeOzXxVZBRkaSGCDw7FKcMGgknX4cRVQQbNrIEYUVtVoj7SCFsbEFLM59FQ5roPP7TLH/JtuXNd7NI/PPqddW7v6jUbvLaiuAIHINT4IFLUAN3oA58gMEjeAav4M15cd6dD+dzNlpw8p1D8A/O1y/yCKBy</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5G7+B6RrwLkF06Gi5DSJa0I9LaI=">AAACFXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4kDIjgrorunFZwWkL7VAymUwbm8eQZIpl6D+4VD/Glbh17be4MW1noW0PBA7n3Ms9OWHCqDau++0UVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dvfL+QUPLVGHiY8mkaoVIE0YF8Q01jLQSRRAPGWmGg9uJ3xwSpakUD2aUkICjnqAxxchYqdGRnPRQt1xxq+4UcJF4OamAHPVu+acTSZxyIgxmSOu25yYmyJAyFDMyLnVSTRKEB6hH2pYKxIkOsmnaMTyxSgRjqewTBk7VvxsZ4lqPeGgnOTJ9Pe9NxGVeOzXxVZBRkaSGCDw7FKcMGgknX4cRVQQbNrIEYUVtVoj7SCFsbEFLM59FQ5roPP7TLH/JtuXNd7NI/PPqddW7v6jUbvLaiuAIHINT4IFLUAN3oA58gMEjeAav4M15cd6dD+dzNlpw8p1D8A/O1y/yCKBy</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5G7+B6RrwLkF06Gi5DSJa0I9LaI=">AAACFXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4kDIjgrorunFZwWkL7VAymUwbm8eQZIpl6D+4VD/Glbh17be4MW1noW0PBA7n3Ms9OWHCqDau++0UVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dvfL+QUPLVGHiY8mkaoVIE0YF8Q01jLQSRRAPGWmGg9uJ3xwSpakUD2aUkICjnqAxxchYqdGRnPRQt1xxq+4UcJF4OamAHPVu+acTSZxyIgxmSOu25yYmyJAyFDMyLnVSTRKEB6hH2pYKxIkOsmnaMTyxSgRjqewTBk7VvxsZ4lqPeGgnOTJ9Pe9NxGVeOzXxVZBRkaSGCDw7FKcMGgknX4cRVQQbNrIEYUVtVoj7SCFsbEFLM59FQ5roPP7TLH/JtuXNd7NI/PPqddW7v6jUbvLaiuAIHINT4IFLUAN3oA58gMEjeAav4M15cd6dD+dzNlpw8p1D8A/O1y/yCKBy</latexit>

dn

d!
<latexit sha1_base64="vw0YsOcrUvpm9jYAavv6yn+A0J0=">AAACJHicbZBPS8MwGMZT/875r7qjl+AQPMhoRVBvQy8eJ1g3WMdI03QLS5OSpMNS+lk8qh/Gk3jw4hfxYrb1oNseCDw87/uSh1+QMKq043xZK6tr6xubla3q9s7u3r59cPioRCox8bBgQnYCpAijnHiaakY6iSQoDhhpB6Pbybw9JlJRwR90lpBejAacRhQjbaK+XfMjiXAe8iIPoS9iMkBF3647DWcquGjc0tRBqVbf/vFDgdOYcI0ZUqrrOonu5Uhqihkpqn6qSILwCA1I11iOYqJ6+bR8AU9MEsJISPO4htP070WOYqWyODCbMdJDNT+bhMtm3VRHV72c8iTVhOPZR1HKoBZwQgKGVBKsWWYMwpKarhAPkaGhDa+lnc/CMU1UWf9p1r9qaLnzbBaNd964brj3F/XmTYmtAo7AMTgFLrgETXAHWsADGGTgGbyCN+vFerc+rM/Z6opV3tTAP1nfv1ThpmM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vw0YsOcrUvpm9jYAavv6yn+A0J0=">AAACJHicbZBPS8MwGMZT/875r7qjl+AQPMhoRVBvQy8eJ1g3WMdI03QLS5OSpMNS+lk8qh/Gk3jw4hfxYrb1oNseCDw87/uSh1+QMKq043xZK6tr6xubla3q9s7u3r59cPioRCox8bBgQnYCpAijnHiaakY6iSQoDhhpB6Pbybw9JlJRwR90lpBejAacRhQjbaK+XfMjiXAe8iIPoS9iMkBF3647DWcquGjc0tRBqVbf/vFDgdOYcI0ZUqrrOonu5Uhqihkpqn6qSILwCA1I11iOYqJ6+bR8AU9MEsJISPO4htP070WOYqWyODCbMdJDNT+bhMtm3VRHV72c8iTVhOPZR1HKoBZwQgKGVBKsWWYMwpKarhAPkaGhDa+lnc/CMU1UWf9p1r9qaLnzbBaNd964brj3F/XmTYmtAo7AMTgFLrgETXAHWsADGGTgGbyCN+vFerc+rM/Z6opV3tTAP1nfv1ThpmM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vw0YsOcrUvpm9jYAavv6yn+A0J0=">AAACJHicbZBPS8MwGMZT/875r7qjl+AQPMhoRVBvQy8eJ1g3WMdI03QLS5OSpMNS+lk8qh/Gk3jw4hfxYrb1oNseCDw87/uSh1+QMKq043xZK6tr6xubla3q9s7u3r59cPioRCox8bBgQnYCpAijnHiaakY6iSQoDhhpB6Pbybw9JlJRwR90lpBejAacRhQjbaK+XfMjiXAe8iIPoS9iMkBF3647DWcquGjc0tRBqVbf/vFDgdOYcI0ZUqrrOonu5Uhqihkpqn6qSILwCA1I11iOYqJ6+bR8AU9MEsJISPO4htP070WOYqWyODCbMdJDNT+bhMtm3VRHV72c8iTVhOPZR1HKoBZwQgKGVBKsWWYMwpKarhAPkaGhDa+lnc/CMU1UWf9p1r9qaLnzbBaNd964brj3F/XmTYmtAo7AMTgFLrgETXAHWsADGGTgGbyCN+vFerc+rM/Z6opV3tTAP1nfv1ThpmM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vw0YsOcrUvpm9jYAavv6yn+A0J0=">AAACJHicbZBPS8MwGMZT/875r7qjl+AQPMhoRVBvQy8eJ1g3WMdI03QLS5OSpMNS+lk8qh/Gk3jw4hfxYrb1oNseCDw87/uSh1+QMKq043xZK6tr6xubla3q9s7u3r59cPioRCox8bBgQnYCpAijnHiaakY6iSQoDhhpB6Pbybw9JlJRwR90lpBejAacRhQjbaK+XfMjiXAe8iIPoS9iMkBF3647DWcquGjc0tRBqVbf/vFDgdOYcI0ZUqrrOonu5Uhqihkpqn6qSILwCA1I11iOYqJ6+bR8AU9MEsJISPO4htP070WOYqWyODCbMdJDNT+bhMtm3VRHV72c8iTVhOPZR1HKoBZwQgKGVBKsWWYMwpKarhAPkaGhDa+lnc/CMU1UWf9p1r9qaLnzbBaNd964brj3F/XmTYmtAo7AMTgFLrgETXAHWsADGGTgGbyCN+vFerc+rM/Z6opV3tTAP1nfv1ThpmM=</latexit>

z
21cm

<latexit sha1_base64="N/8K79FfnEaXiivDMbW0yzKGRqE=">AAACInicbZBPS8MwGMbT+W/Of50evQSH4EFGOwT1NvTicYJ1g62UNM22sKQtSTqdpR/Fo/phPIknwW/ixXTrQbc9EHh43vclPx4/ZlQqy/oySiura+sb5c3K1vbO7p5Z3b+XUSIwcXDEItHxkSSMhsRRVDHSiQVB3Gek7Y+u83l7TISkUXinJjFxORqEtE8xUjryzOqTlzbsHkdqKHiKeZZ5Zs2qW1PBRWMXpgYKtTzzpxdEOOEkVJghKbu2FSs3RUJRzEhW6SWSxAiP0IB0tQ0RJ9JNp+gZPNZJAPuR0C9UcJr+vUgRl3LCfb2ZM8r5WR4um3UT1b9wUxrGiSIhnn3UTxhUEcx7gAEVBCs20QZhQTUrxEMkEFa6raXMp8GYxrLAf5zxV3Rb9nw3i8Zp1C/r9u1ZrXlV1FYGh+AInAAbnIMmuAEt4AAMHsAzeAVvxovxbnwYn7PVklHcHIB/Mr5/AbUqpY0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N/8K79FfnEaXiivDMbW0yzKGRqE=">AAACInicbZBPS8MwGMbT+W/Of50evQSH4EFGOwT1NvTicYJ1g62UNM22sKQtSTqdpR/Fo/phPIknwW/ixXTrQbc9EHh43vclPx4/ZlQqy/oySiura+sb5c3K1vbO7p5Z3b+XUSIwcXDEItHxkSSMhsRRVDHSiQVB3Gek7Y+u83l7TISkUXinJjFxORqEtE8xUjryzOqTlzbsHkdqKHiKeZZ5Zs2qW1PBRWMXpgYKtTzzpxdEOOEkVJghKbu2FSs3RUJRzEhW6SWSxAiP0IB0tQ0RJ9JNp+gZPNZJAPuR0C9UcJr+vUgRl3LCfb2ZM8r5WR4um3UT1b9wUxrGiSIhnn3UTxhUEcx7gAEVBCs20QZhQTUrxEMkEFa6raXMp8GYxrLAf5zxV3Rb9nw3i8Zp1C/r9u1ZrXlV1FYGh+AInAAbnIMmuAEt4AAMHsAzeAVvxovxbnwYn7PVklHcHIB/Mr5/AbUqpY0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N/8K79FfnEaXiivDMbW0yzKGRqE=">AAACInicbZBPS8MwGMbT+W/Of50evQSH4EFGOwT1NvTicYJ1g62UNM22sKQtSTqdpR/Fo/phPIknwW/ixXTrQbc9EHh43vclPx4/ZlQqy/oySiura+sb5c3K1vbO7p5Z3b+XUSIwcXDEItHxkSSMhsRRVDHSiQVB3Gek7Y+u83l7TISkUXinJjFxORqEtE8xUjryzOqTlzbsHkdqKHiKeZZ5Zs2qW1PBRWMXpgYKtTzzpxdEOOEkVJghKbu2FSs3RUJRzEhW6SWSxAiP0IB0tQ0RJ9JNp+gZPNZJAPuR0C9UcJr+vUgRl3LCfb2ZM8r5WR4um3UT1b9wUxrGiSIhnn3UTxhUEcx7gAEVBCs20QZhQTUrxEMkEFa6raXMp8GYxrLAf5zxV3Rb9nw3i8Zp1C/r9u1ZrXlV1FYGh+AInAAbnIMmuAEt4AAMHsAzeAVvxovxbnwYn7PVklHcHIB/Mr5/AbUqpY0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N/8K79FfnEaXiivDMbW0yzKGRqE=">AAACInicbZBPS8MwGMbT+W/Of50evQSH4EFGOwT1NvTicYJ1g62UNM22sKQtSTqdpR/Fo/phPIknwW/ixXTrQbc9EHh43vclPx4/ZlQqy/oySiura+sb5c3K1vbO7p5Z3b+XUSIwcXDEItHxkSSMhsRRVDHSiQVB3Gek7Y+u83l7TISkUXinJjFxORqEtE8xUjryzOqTlzbsHkdqKHiKeZZ5Zs2qW1PBRWMXpgYKtTzzpxdEOOEkVJghKbu2FSs3RUJRzEhW6SWSxAiP0IB0tQ0RJ9JNp+gZPNZJAPuR0C9UcJr+vUgRl3LCfb2ZM8r5WR4um3UT1b9wUxrGiSIhnn3UTxhUEcx7gAEVBCs20QZhQTUrxEMkEFa6raXMp8GYxrLAf5zxV3Rb9nw3i8Zp1C/r9u1ZrXlV1FYGh+AInAAbnIMmuAEt4AAMHsAzeAVvxovxbnwYn7PVklHcHIB/Mr5/AbUqpY0=</latexit>

!
21cm

<latexit sha1_base64="H2g5CIQw2p2nWEYORqsVHic2S5E=">AAACJ3icbZBPS8MwGMZT/875ryp48VIcggcZ7RDU29CLxwnWDdZS0jTbwpKmJOlw1H4Zj+qH8SR69HN4Md160G0PBB6e933JjydMKJHKtr+MpeWV1bX1ykZ1c2t7Z9fc23+QPBUIu4hTLjohlJiSGLuKKIo7icCQhRS3w+FNMW+PsJCEx/dqnGCfwX5MegRBpaPAPPQ4w30YZA3HY1ANBMsQy/PArNl1eyJr3jilqYFSrcD88SKOUoZjhSiUsuvYifIzKBRBFOdVL5U4gWgI+7irbQwZln424c+tE51EVo8L/WJlTdK/FxlkUo5ZqDcLRjk7K8JFs26qepd+RuIkVThG0496KbUUt4oyrIgIjBQdawORIJrVQgMoIFK6soXMZ9GIJLLEf5zyV3Vbzmw388Zt1K/qzt15rXld1lYBR+AYnAIHXIAmuAUt4AIEnsAzeAVvxovxbnwYn9PVJaO8OQD/ZHz/AsmFp6o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="H2g5CIQw2p2nWEYORqsVHic2S5E=">AAACJ3icbZBPS8MwGMZT/875ryp48VIcggcZ7RDU29CLxwnWDdZS0jTbwpKmJOlw1H4Zj+qH8SR69HN4Md160G0PBB6e933JjydMKJHKtr+MpeWV1bX1ykZ1c2t7Z9fc23+QPBUIu4hTLjohlJiSGLuKKIo7icCQhRS3w+FNMW+PsJCEx/dqnGCfwX5MegRBpaPAPPQ4w30YZA3HY1ANBMsQy/PArNl1eyJr3jilqYFSrcD88SKOUoZjhSiUsuvYifIzKBRBFOdVL5U4gWgI+7irbQwZln424c+tE51EVo8L/WJlTdK/FxlkUo5ZqDcLRjk7K8JFs26qepd+RuIkVThG0496KbUUt4oyrIgIjBQdawORIJrVQgMoIFK6soXMZ9GIJLLEf5zyV3Vbzmw388Zt1K/qzt15rXld1lYBR+AYnAIHXIAmuAUt4AIEnsAzeAVvxovxbnwYn9PVJaO8OQD/ZHz/AsmFp6o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="H2g5CIQw2p2nWEYORqsVHic2S5E=">AAACJ3icbZBPS8MwGMZT/875ryp48VIcggcZ7RDU29CLxwnWDdZS0jTbwpKmJOlw1H4Zj+qH8SR69HN4Md160G0PBB6e933JjydMKJHKtr+MpeWV1bX1ykZ1c2t7Z9fc23+QPBUIu4hTLjohlJiSGLuKKIo7icCQhRS3w+FNMW+PsJCEx/dqnGCfwX5MegRBpaPAPPQ4w30YZA3HY1ANBMsQy/PArNl1eyJr3jilqYFSrcD88SKOUoZjhSiUsuvYifIzKBRBFOdVL5U4gWgI+7irbQwZln424c+tE51EVo8L/WJlTdK/FxlkUo5ZqDcLRjk7K8JFs26qepd+RuIkVThG0496KbUUt4oyrIgIjBQdawORIJrVQgMoIFK6soXMZ9GIJLLEf5zyV3Vbzmw388Zt1K/qzt15rXld1lYBR+AYnAIHXIAmuAUt4AIEnsAzeAVvxovxbnwYn9PVJaO8OQD/ZHz/AsmFp6o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="H2g5CIQw2p2nWEYORqsVHic2S5E=">AAACJ3icbZBPS8MwGMZT/875ryp48VIcggcZ7RDU29CLxwnWDdZS0jTbwpKmJOlw1H4Zj+qH8SR69HN4Md160G0PBB6e933JjydMKJHKtr+MpeWV1bX1ykZ1c2t7Z9fc23+QPBUIu4hTLjohlJiSGLuKKIo7icCQhRS3w+FNMW+PsJCEx/dqnGCfwX5MegRBpaPAPPQ4w30YZA3HY1ANBMsQy/PArNl1eyJr3jilqYFSrcD88SKOUoZjhSiUsuvYifIzKBRBFOdVL5U4gWgI+7irbQwZln424c+tE51EVo8L/WJlTdK/FxlkUo5ZqDcLRjk7K8JFs26qepd+RuIkVThG0496KbUUt4oyrIgIjBQdawORIJrVQgMoIFK6soXMZ9GIJLLEf5zyV3Vbzmw388Zt1K/qzt15rXld1lYBR+AYnAIHXIAmuAUt4AIEnsAzeAVvxovxbnwYn9PVJaO8OQD/ZHz/AsmFp6o=</latexit>

FIG. 1. Illustration of our mechanism. The decays of an un-
stable relic, a, which may constitute dark matter, produce
a non-thermal population of soft massive dark photons, A
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(blue). At some z
res

—after recombination but before the red-
shift relevant for the 21 cm absorption signal—a fraction of
these dark photons is resonantly converted into ordinary pho-
tons (red). The latter add to the CMB photon count (green)
in the RJ tail, resulting in a more negative 1�T
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/Ts tem-
perature contrast.

they would modify the Hubble expansion rate, a↵ect the
outcome of Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN), and mod-
ify the statistics of the CMB angular anisotropy patterns.
The resulting constraint, purely for historical reasons, is
phrased in terms of the number of e↵ective neutrino de-
grees of freedom which, according to the latest observa-
tional bounds, Neff = 3.04 ± 0.33 [3], is consistent with
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the expectations of the standard cosmology. Non-thermal
Dark Radiation (DR) is considered in the literature less
often, although many processes occurring solely in the
dark sector may lead to its appearance.

In recent papers [9, 10], interacting DR was examined
in the regime where the individual quanta are much fewer
in number but much harder in frequency than the typical
CMB photons, !

DR

� !
CMB

; n
DR

⌧ n
CMB

, but such
that the Neff constraint is satisfied. This type of DR
may arise as a consequence of the late decays or annihi-
lations of massive DM particles. In this paper we study
the alternative, a much softer than CMB, but more nu-
merous DR quanta,

!
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, n
DR

> n
RJ

, !
DR

n
DR

⌧ ⇢
tot

. (1)

In this formula, ⇢
tot

stands for the total energy density
of radiation and DM, n

DR

is the number density of DR
quanta, while n

RJ

represents the low-energy Rayleigh-
Jeans (RJ) tail of the standard CMB Planck distribution,
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where we find it convenient to define the normalized
photon frequency, x ⌘ !/T

CMB

, which is redshift-
independent. In this formula, n

CMB

= 2⇣(3)/⇡2 T 3

CMB

'
0.24T 3

CMB

is the full Planckian number density, while
x

max

= !
max

/T
CMB

is a (somewhat arbitrary) maximum
frequency of the low-energy RJ interval, x

max

⌧ 1. If
for example we take x

max

= 2 ⇥ 10�3, then we find
n

RJ

/n
CMB

' 10�6. It is easy to see that the number
density of DR quanta may indeed significantly exceed
n

RJ

. Saturating the constraint on Neff for the DR that
matches the CMB frequencies with x

max

⇠ 2 ⇥ 10�3, or
alternatively letting ⇠ 5% of DM energy density [11, 12]
be converted to DR in the same frequency range after
the CMB decoupling, we arrive at the maximum number
densities given by

n
DR

 1.5 ⇥ 102 n
CMB

, early DR with �N
e↵

= 0.5 ;

n
DR

 3.3 ⇥ 105 n
CMB

, late decay of 0.05 ⇢
DM

. (3)

Thus, soft DR quanta have a potential to outnumber the
RJ CMB photons by up to ⇠ 11 orders of magnitude.

What are the observational consequence of such soft
and numerous DR? Very light fields often have their in-
teractions enhanced (suppressed) at high (low) energies.
This is the case for neutrinos, that have Fermi-type in-
teractions with atomic constituents, as well as of axions
that have e↵ective dimension 5 interactions with fermions
and gauge bosons. This type of DR would be impossible
or very di�cult to see directly. There is, however, one
class of new fields comprising DR that can manifest their
interactions at low energies and low densities. These are
light vector particles (often called dark photons), A0, that

develop mixing angles with ordinary photons, ✏F 0
µ⌫Fµ⌫

[13]. The apparent number counts of the CMB radiation
can be modified by photon/dark photon oscillations:
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⇥ PA0!A , (4)

where PA!A = 1 � PA!A0 is the photon survival prob-
ability, while PA0!A is the probability of A0 ! A oscil-
lation. Previously the constraints on the {mA0 , ✏} pa-
rameter space were derived [14, 15] using COBE-FIRAS
data [16] (that is, considering the depletion of CMB pho-
tons due to the first term in eq. (4)). The point of the
present paper is that the RJ tail of the CMB can get
a significant boost due to the second term in (4) with-
out contradicting the COBE measurement. While the
reliable extraction of the primordial contribution to the
RJ tail is challenging due to significant foregrounds, the
physics of the 21 cm line can provide a useful tool to probe
DR through the apparent modification of the low-energy
tail of the CMB.

The EDGES experiment has recently presented a ten-
tative detection of the 21 cm absorption signal coming
from the interval of redshifts z = 15 � 20 [17]. The
strength of the absorption signal is expected to be pro-
portional to 1 � T

CMB

/Ts [18], where T
CMB

counts the
number of CMB photons interacting with the two-level
hydrogen hyperfine system, and Ts is the spin tempera-
ture. The relevant photon energy is !

0

= 5.9 µeV, and
photons with this energy at the redshift of z = 17 reside
deep within the RJ tail, x

0

⌘ !
0

/T
CMB

= 1.4 ⇥ 10�3.
This corresponds to much lower energy than direct mea-
surements such as COBE-FIRAS, that measures above
x = 0.23 [16], and ARCADE 2, which probes as low
as x = 0.053 (and finds an excess above the CMB pre-
diction) [19]. There are also earlier measurements that
constrain x ⇠ 0.02 � 0.04, although with larger uncer-
tainties [20, 21].

The locations of the left and right boundaries of the
claimed EDGES signal agree rather well with standard
cosmological expectations, but the amount of absorption
seems to indicate a more negative 1� T

CMB

/Ts temper-
ature contrast than expected. Given that the spin tem-
perature Ts cannot drop below the baryon temperature
Tb, a naive interpretation of this result could consist in
lower-than-expected Tb, or higher T

CMB

. Together with
related prior work [22, 23], a number of possible mod-
els were suggested [24–28], most of which have di�culty
to pass other constraints, [29–34]. The mechanism that
we point out, oscillation of non-thermal DR into visible
photons, can accommodate the EDGES result without
being challenged by other constraints. In the rest of this
paper, we provide more details on the suggested mecha-
nism, and identify the region of parameter space where
21 cm physics can provide the most sensitive probe of
DR.
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Example of new physics model 

• Light DM a, decaying to two dark photons via and ALP coupling: 

• Dark photon mixes with EM via “familiar’ kinetic mixing

“direct” decay of DM into photons is very constrained. fa is limited 
above 1010 GeV (and e.g. ta > 1020 tU)
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FIG. 2. Left panel. E↵ective photon mass as function of redshift. In the region marked with diagonal green lines the resonant
oscillation of dark photons into regular photons can modify the 21 cm absorption signal relative to the CMB at z ⇠ 17. Right
panel. Conversion probability as a function of redshift, in the limit PA0!A ⌧ 1 (for large enough ✏ the probability saturates,
PA0!A ⇡ 1). We consider photons with energy x = !/TCMB = 1.4 ⇥ 10�3, which implies a wavelength of 21 cm at z = 17.
The vertical blue band in the two graphs covers the region 15 <⇠ z

<⇠ 20, corresponding to the width of the 21 cm absorption
signal measured by the EDGES experiment. Photons with x ⇠ 10�3 that are injected in the gray region, z >⇠ 1700, are rapidly
absorbed by the plasma.

Decay of unstable relics into dark radiation: The
framework described in the introduction allows for sig-
nificant flexibility with respect to the actual source of
non-thermal soft DR. To give a concrete realization of
the proposed mechanism to increase n

RJ

, we specify a
model of unstable scalar particles, a, that couple to dark
dark photons via an e↵ective dimension five operator,
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✏µ⌫⇢�F⇢�, and the last term describes the
photon-dark photon Lagrangian with corresponding mass
and mixing terms for A0:
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We assume that an initial relic abundance of a is present.
The cosmology of a is model-dependent, but to keep our
discussion general we leave the study of a production for
future work.

The decay rate of a ! 2A0 is
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The lifetime, ⌧a = 1/�a, can be either much longer or
much shorter than the present age of the Universe, ⌧

U

⇡
13.8 ⇥ 109 y, depending on the choice of parameters in
(5).

For the case of short lifetimes, ⌧a ⌧ ⌧
U

, we require
that the mass of a is such that at the time of decay, �a ⇠

H(T ), the energy of the resulting A0 matches the CMB
energy in the RJ tail, x ⇠ 10�3. Here, H(T ) is the Hub-
ble expansion rate as a function of photon temperature.
Assuming decays during radiation domination, this con-

dition amounts to g
1/4

⇤ fa ⇠ 105 � 106 GeV(ma/GeV)1/2,
in terms of parameters in (5), where g⇤ is the e↵ective
number of degrees of freedom. If this condition is sat-
isfied, the decays of a to A0 can happen arbitrary early,
but the energy of the A0 still approximately match RJ
photons.

The case of a cosmologically long-lived particle, ⌧a �
⌧
U

, is especially attractive as a can also naturally serve as
DM. For the remainder of this paper, we will concentrate
on this possibility. If the mass of a falls in the range
10�5 eV < ma < 10�1 eV, its decay can create significant
modifications to the RJ tail of the CMB spectrum via
A0 ! A oscillations. It is worth noting that this overlaps
the mass range often invoked for axion DM.

A0 $ A oscillations and constraints: All constraints
on parameters of (5) and (6) can be divided into two
groups: those that decouple as mA0 ! 0, and those that
persist even in the limit of a massless dark photon. The
stellar energy loss constraint due to A0a pair production
is in this second category, as the in-medium transverse
modes of photons can decay via A⇤

T ! A0a even in the
mA0 ! 0 limit. We calculate the approximate emission
rate to be

QA⇤!A0a =
✏2m4

AnT

96⇡f2

a

, (8)
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Photon-dark photon mixing
• Polarization operator matrix P for A-A’ system.

• e Fµn Fµn’  à e mA’
2 AµAµ’   is the first step on-shell reduction.

• “Effective mass” matrix P for A-A’ system.

wpl
2(z)           e mA’

2 Effective mixing

e mA’
2 mA’

2 e mA’
2 /(mA’

2 -wpl
2(z)) 

wpl << mA’ , vacuum oscillation,  qeff = e (and w2
pl = 4pa ne / me)

wpl >> mA’ , in-medium oscillations, qeff = e × (mA’
2/ wpl

2(z))

Resonance occur when mA’ = wpl (z)



Parameter space of the model that can fit 
EDGES excess

• Typical e is on the order of 10-7. A. Caputo et al, 2020, to appear.  

Dark sector model with an ALP of ~1 meV mass, and dark photon 
of ~ 0.01-1 neV, can generate an excess photons in the IR tail of 
the CMB, and fit EDGES anomalous observations. 
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Conclusions
1. Cosmological constraints are derived on the entire mass-mixing 

plane for scalars coupled through the super-renormalizable
portals, and on dark photons. 

2. Constraints are derived on the lifetime of the Higgs portal 
scalars from BBN, relevant for rare Higgs decay searches. 
Lifetime is generically < 0.1 sec. Good news for a Mathusla-
style project

3. We have an explicit class of models that can account for 
EDGES signal strength by supplying extra photons. While 
sources of DR could vary (decay of DM, early decay of relics), 
the key feature is resonant conversion that transfers A’ to 
normal EM sector. 

4. 21 cm cosmological signal, then, provides the key test of such 
models with beyond-SM sectors composed of light fields. 


